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she believes to have caused her
father’s ruin, she decides to let nothing
stand in her way. The result is a series
rrespondence.
in which there are
of Belfast....City of thrilling incidents,
Jim Hardwick
.".The New Bel- moments of comedy.
humor of the
the
Company F., Third cannot help seeing
woman
he loves
the
while
even
Regiment.Wedding situation a
“Treasure of
is leveling
gun at him.
B<
the Sea” is a satisfying sort of story.
Sanitarium Destroyed.... Wild and beautiful scenery adds to the
Attacked....Waldo effect of the magnificent vigor of the
\eterans.Order of action in “Treasure of the Sea.
v
The
:;l: mn for Tsi Linn is
picture was made on the California coast,
irder Fall Line Now. where the gold fever of early mining days
ans Asked to Limit
was at its height.
if Sugar.
A Sidney Drew comedy and a PictoJerusalem....As to the graph completes Thursday’s feature bill.
.I..urnal_A Compari- The thrills accompanying any story of
I’tie Military Informa- the early days of the frontier are not
.Too Much Creel. ; wanting in “The Tiger Man,” Wm. S.
eau
About New Plant j Hart’s newest picture, but they are tem.Cape is Popular.
pered by the sweetness of a woman’s
yy
Married.... ! love and the generous impulses of a man
Born
,,. „.rt.
heart is bigger than his body, but
Market.Stockton; whosebecomes
an enemy of the law bewho
cause of some strange twist in his nature
and the lack of a guiding hand in the
M.VKRTISEMENT.
earlier stages of his career. It affords a
strong part for Mr. Hart, and will add
another triumph to his innumerable successes upon the screen. “The Tiger Man”
the
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Fattening Chickens
rket... Production Exof this brilliant actress and superb sportsf,,, the Signal Corps
Pointers....Health woman, and the sea forms a picturesque
In “Treasure of the Sea,”
Transfers in Real background. wit in a fascinating manner.
:s..
wit matches
Jim Hardwick finds an old wreck, a ship
Coming in that in the days of ’49 carried a cargo of
it ration
bullion. He attempts to make the
..Dress of Wash- gold
gold his own. Margaret Elkins (Edith
for
...Nice
Tray
.pe.
Storey) discovers it too, not knowing that
To Freshen Up Jim has preceded her. When she finds
and by
Share Our Sugar with the gold is to be taken from her,
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Republican campaign in Waldo
will be opened August 17th with
a county
convention in the Court House
at 10 a. m. All interested are
urged to
attend.
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mated Weekly and a Montgomery Flagg
comedy will also be shown Friday.
Vivian Martin, in her latest Paramount
Picture, “Viviette,” has a part that is
She
admirably suited to her charms.
enacts the character of a pretty little
boarding school girl, who returns to her
home at Ware Manor in England to have
three men of widely different types fall
in love with her. One is Dick Ware, a
strong, somewhat primitive man, another
is his brother Austin, a young London
barrister, and the third is Lord Banstead.
How these three men fight for her hand
and the complications which the struggle
brings about make this a most engaging
story. The picture which will be shown
next Saturday was scenarioized by Julia
Crawford Ivers from the novel by William
Saturday’s feature program
J. Locke.
will also include a Pathe news and a
OF W ALDO COUNTY.
Pal he comedy.
Monday, beautiful Elsie Ferguson in
Waldo
County:
-f
“The Danger
Chambers’
uf;
Rouert Wr.
nominaunanimous
he
j Mark” appears in her latest and, accordjs,
best
her
play up-to-date.
by the Democratic party ing to critics,
!(.
This is saying a lot when you consider
lection, but am appeal“Barbary Sheep,” “The Lie” and a
Republicans, who do not “Doll’s House.” This is a society play
y
emuing one man in office and will appeal especially to the ladies,
r,
Miss Ferguson wearing many beautiful
•: cut any justifiable reason.
fee
A Burton Holmes Travelogue
gowns.
!vine in the past on the plea
and a Rlever comedy will also be pronfore the prohibitory law
th
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8.30.

Fred W.

Clair, Esq.,

will also speak at the Postoffice Square,
Belfast, at 8.00 o’clock on the same date,
or before the arrival of Messrs. Mclntire
and Chase. Hon. Elmer E. Newbert,

| candidate for United

States Senator, will
be in Waldo County August 23rd, and will
; speak at Unity, Liberty, Searsmont and
| Lincolnville. The times of meetings will
I be announced later.
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The bazaar given at the Northport
Country Club Aug. 7th as a benefit to
the Belfast Red Cross
every
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venders who closed out their
Only a few
wares and wished for more.
odds and ends were left to be auctioned
off by Messrs. Cobe and Dodworth.
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jected Monday.
Ira M. Cobe assisted by her guest, Mrs.
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Theda Bara does her L. A. Savage of Brewer, and Mrs. S. A.
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Methodist Church, Rev.
Martin, pastor. Parsonage,
Mreet. Telephone, 213-11.

Preaching at 10.45: “A
t
Question.” Sunday school,
evening, preaching, 7.30:
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,a|h <5 min.); sermon,
Jehu.” Prayer meeting
evening at 7.30. People’i
all the people always.
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It is known tliat tne great actress spent
a long time in studying the times of Louis
XV and the woman who pervaded them,
before she attempted the creation of this
photoplay. There is no doubt that she
has succeeded in a marvelous manner in
grasping the subject, and in putting it
upon the screen.
Produced under the auspices of the
United States Government, who receive
all the proceeds from the rental of the

Headquarters.
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BOSTON, July 31, 1918.

Waldo County Boys in France.

Mr.

and Mrs. Waldo P. Lowell of St.
N. B., arrived last Saturday to visit

There is a shortage in wool and conseJohn,
quently we are very desirous of conservMr. and Mrs. Cecil Clay.
Mrs. C. T. Whitmore of East North- ing sucb sweaters and socks as we have
Herman
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Kittredge spent
Corp.
two
has
sons,
so
in
the
that
who
have
and
will
future,
they
port,
W. and Private Forest O. Whitmore in may be disposed of in the best way possi- Sunday in Camden, the guests of Mr.
service in France, recently received from ble. With so many men overseas, I think and Mrs. Carl H. Hopkins.
the latter his message from his Majesty nobody will question the fact that the
Mrs. William P. Thompson returned to
King George V, written on the royal men abroad need these goods more than Bangor, Monday, after visits at Bayside
stationery as follows:
the men in this country, and it has been and with relatives in this city.
“Soldiers of the United States, the found by experience that about 10 per
Mrs. Annie R. Brown, Mrs. Henry W.
people of the British Isles welcome you cent of the draft men going to
camps are Collins and daughter Doris, left Wedneson your way to take your stand beside
1
the armies of manj nations now fighting rejected at the camps on accountof physi- day to visit relatives in Portland.
: in the old world the great battle for hu- cal disabilities. It has also been found
Mrs. Madaline Neil McDonald of North
i man freedom.
that these men are apt to lose, damage,
Belgrade, formerly of Belfast, was a re“The allies will gain new heart and
and in some cases, even sell their knitted
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Clay.
spirit in your company.
“I wish that I could shake the hand of
Miss Pauline Batchelder arrived last
on
each one of you and bid you godspeed
from their local Red Cross and the time
week to spend a vacation with her paryour mission.
that they reach the camps. After the
(Signed) “GEORGE R. I.”
ents, Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Batchelder.
men are at camp the Red Cross provides
Mrs. Alice Coombs Bramhall has reMr. and Mrs. Melvin Lancey and daugharticles.
the
knitted
with
necessary
i ceived the same from her son, Ralph A. them
Hartland
it is our firm conviction ter Ardis arrived recently from
1
Consequently,
A.
Coombs
Mrs.
Leroy
Bramhall; Mr. and
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Donato
not
knitted
is
far
wiser
that
it
give
any
one from their son, Harry L. Coombs.
i_
to the draft men.
Mr. Coombs also says: “Enroute some- goods
Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Ratchesky of BosShould any people in your community
where
in
England, we visited the
and Swampscott were visitors last
ton
! church of England. It is a beauti- complain of your not giving, it seems to
at the home of Capt. A. C. BatchIt is so old that it is me that if the situation were explained week
ful sight.
elder.
be
to
have
would
to
them
outside.
On
willing
the
they
moss
on
covered with
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Lamson and young
the inside some of the stairs are worn you act in a manner which will be for
from Northdown three or four inches by the feet of the ultimate ^ood of the men. A pam- son Richard have returned
its many visitors. It contains all kinds phlet is in preparation which is to be giv- port, where they have had a cottage for a
Eng- en to all draftees. This will explain that few weeks.
of statuary of prominent people.
land is a beautiful place and we hope to the knitted goods will be distributed to
Miss Lida, younger daughter of Mr.

sanguine expectations of all concerned.
The net proceeds were $1,300. The ticket
committee, Mrs. F. G. Spinney and Mrs.
Cecil Clay, sold nearly 1100 tickets in an
advance sale—holding the record and
then some. The social spirit engendered
by the ready response of all called upon
for special committees and the splendid
co-operative work of all concerned will
leave only pleasant memories of the unusual event. There was a large attendance and the liberal patronage of all the
departments showed a universal interest
in this greatest of human organizations.
The club house was most appropriately see many of its wonderful sights.” Mr.
decorated with Red Cross emblems, the Coombs also says the Belfast boys are
Stars and Stripes and flowers in profu- well and enjoying themselves.
Mrs. Vera E. Mills of Unity received a
sion.
The golf course was opened to the pub- telegram Aug. 6th stating that her huslic under the ticket, sale directed by Miss band, Corp. Wilfred Mills, had been seEvelyn M. Peavey and Mrs. S. C. Pattee verely wounded. He was with the Gun
and netted $100 for the fund. The team Platoon, H. D. Q. Co., 103rd Infantry.
match between Cainden and Northport He enlisted June 5, 1917, and has been
Mrs. Mills reacross since September.
was won by the latter in a score of 6 to
5. Vaughan Hamilton of Boston won i ceived a letter from him August 7th
the highest individual score, receiving which was written July 16th. He was
the Red Uross medal.
The sales tables were arranged in the
Club living room. They were attractive-

Cross

FOUR CENTS

Mrs. Roy E. Young and daughter Beulah
To All Chapters,—
left recently ta visit relatives in SkowWe are continually receiving letters
hegan.
from Chapters concerning what goods
Miss Hazel Pichard of Bangor spent
should be given to draftees going to
and
the guest of Miss Marber was enthusiastically applauded
camps. In order to maintain the proper Sunday in Belfast,
number who
principle we are anxious to have the jorie. Pratt.
greatly enjoyed by the large
remained for this social feature.
Chapters familiar with the situation and V Mr. Frank Houston of Hartford, Conn.,
chairman at the same time realize that it is likely has been the recent
guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bradbury was
Mrs. J. W. to
Mrs. E. E. Roderick.
of the general committee,
change almost any day.
As you know, the War Industries Board,
Blaisdell of the decorating, and Mrs. Ira
Dr. Charles Robinson has returned to
whose function is to see that all raw
M. Cobe was treasurer.
Norway from a visit with his son, Harry
Autos ran to and from Belfast during materials in this country are so distrib- Robinson, of this city.
the afternoon and evening, affording pub- uted that the goods will go where they
Mrs. Frank S. Pierce has returned to
lic accommodation and also adding to the are most needed, has a Red Cross repreafter a short visit with Mr. and
Bangor
net proceeds.
sentative on its board and our requireMrs. Charles Bradbury.
ments are under its consiaeration.

at 3.30, at Monroe at 5.00, at
Brooks at 6.30 apd at Postoffice Square,
at

1918.

to join
tenor songs, asking the audience
Katherine E.
in the chorus, and Miss
numBrier sang contralto solos. Every

Third District. On that date
they will
speak at Winterport at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon, at Frankfort at 11 o’clock, at
the shipyard at Sandypoint at 12 o’clock,
at Stockton Springs at 2 o’clock, at

J
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Dorothy Gross of Camden is the guest

Emory

campaign in Waldo
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dance of the
Gretchen Fletcher, ballet
clown dance.
Hammons,
Clara
Rose;
F. White rendered a number of

County

Bara,

Next Few

joyable vehicle than “Treasure
Sea,” which is offered Thursday.

dance; Ernestine Webber, parasol dance; i From Red

Politics.

The

Vivian

Theda

County

County will be opened on Friday, August
16th, by a visit from Hon. B. G. Mclntire,
romance, mystery, action, and surprise.
It has that atmosphere of the great out- candidate for Governor, and Hon. Edward
doors which is the natural setting for Chase, candidate for Congress from the

Ppj-i.inaT
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Waldo

Colonial Theatre.
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of Mrs. D. P. Palmer.
Mrs. L. W. Howes of Allston, Mass.,
of her brother-in-law, Asa

is the guest
A. Howes.

Mrs. William Simpson of Fairfield left
last Saturday after a week’s visit with
Mrs. H. E. McDonald.
Mrs. Mary McM. Coombs and daughter Hazel of Sanford are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. McMahan.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Robinson have
a visit with relatives and

returned from

friends in Lynn and vicinity.
Mrs.

Mrs. Alice Frost Leonard of

Lena H. Frost and other relatives.
Mrs. Edwin B. Worthen and little sons,
Edwin B., Jr., and Emery are guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Heal.
Mrs. Martha Benznquen of Boston arrived Monday for a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Northport avenUe.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis C. Auspland have
returned to Frederickton, N. B., after
visits with relatives in Belfast and vicin-

ity.
Misses Amy E. Stoddard and Florence
E. Dunton have returned from an outing
at one ot the Dunton cottages at the Battery.
Thomas Henry Gurney of North Yakima, Wash * arrived recently to visit his
brother, Samuel J. Gurney, and other
relatives.
Mrs. Louise Royal returned Saturday
from Ellsworth, where she was called by
the sudden death of her sister, Mrs.

Agnes Snow.

market.

From the wool allotted

E. Crawford.

us

less

J.,

Will R. Howard at the Battery.
Mr*and Mrs. T. A. Mitchell and two

children, Edwin and Paul of Roslindale,
Mass., are guests of Mr and Mrs. L. C.

we use

Putman and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Nichols.

|

is

ment that the draft men should receive
no goods, but would suggest a small canteen supper, inexpensive, be given them
<\n

tKoir Hpnqrf 11

rp

The amount of wool available for Red
Cross knitting will probably be much
less than previously, owing tc the shortage. The Army and Navy requirements
will first be taken care of, the Red Cross

second, and lastly the civilian population.
Should any change in the probable wool
supply become apparent we will notify
In the meantime
to that effect.
please remember that all draft men when
reaching camps will be supplied with
you

such knitted goods as they need by an
already well organized Red Cross in each
camp in the country, so long as the

Chapters provide Division Headquarters
Men in the
a sufficient quantity.
Navy are constantly drawing on our supply, for even in the summer months
these goods are extremely valuable in the
North Sea. Your effort to get your people to recognize this condition and act
accordingly will be much appreciated.
Yours truly,
James Jackson,
Division Manager.
with

LEVI

P.

SEEKINS

Miss Lillian 2lair of Woolwich, Maine,
arrived Monday to visit Miss Mabel
Swett. Capt. C. B. Swett and family
autoed to Rockland to meet her.
Miss Wilda Vose left by Saturday
morning’s train for her home in Norwood, Mass., after a few weeks’ visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Vose, Northport Ave.

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Reinburg, two little
daughters and Mrs. Reinburg’s aunt,
Mrs. Clara Forbush, arrived last week,
stationed
by auto from New York to spend several
his
home
in
Searsat
furlough
ten
a
days’
Mrs. Reinburg’s parents, Mr
was
a
frequent weeks with
port. With Mrs. Pattee he
and
Mrs.
F.
M. Bailey, atCitypoint.
caller in Belfast, his former home.

!

Mrs. Louise F. Rogers of Boston and
Mrs. George L. Bowman of Portland
were called to Belfast recently by the
critical illness of Judge R. W. Rogers at
his summer home on Searsport avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl McDonald of Hart-

ford, Conn., have arrived by auto and
are guests of Mr. McDonald’s parents,
Capt. and Mrs. E. S. McDonald. Mr.
McDonald is now in government employ.

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Arnold and young
Robert arrived Monday night from
Warsaw, N. Y., to be guests of Mrs. Arnold’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W

son

Brown at their cottage.

l

re-

is called.

BENJAMIN

Mrs. Ralph D. Shute has returned home
from an extended trip, including visits in

C.

PAINE.

The community of Morrill was sadly shocked to hear of the death of Benjamin C. Paul in Leominister, Mats., Aug.

Hartford, Conn., with her son, Alonzo A.
Shute and family, in South Manchester,
Conn., with her brother, Bert L. Knight
and family, and also with Mr. Charles F.
Smith of Boston.
Mrs. Amy Knowlton Pratt, returned to
Boston last Saturday from a few weeks’
visit with Belfast relatives. Her daughter, Miss Marjorie Pratt, is spending the
week with Miss Georgia Hall in Lincolnville and will leave next Saturday to join

an
illness of six weeks.
Mr.
born in Morrill, Nov. 2b, 1K70.
He was the son of Viram B. and Ann
At about the age of
Sanborn Paul.
twenty-four years, he went to Massachusetts, where he has resided most of

1st, after

Paul

was

the time since. Mr. Paul was a man of
exemplary habits and fond of his home
life. His remains were brought to Mor-

rill, Saturday August 3rd, accompanied by
Funeral
his wife and little daughter.

her mother in Boston.
Misses Leverne and Bertha Whitten of

were held from the church Sunuay Aug. 4th when Mrs. Nathan Hunt
spoke words of comfort to the sorrowing

services

this city have been recent visitors in
Rockland, where they have been the
guests of Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Luce,
formerly of this city. Their sister, Miss
Alice I. Whitten, was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver F. Hills, also of Rock-

The hymns, “Beautiful Isie of
Somewhere,” and “Shall W’e Meet Beyond the River,” were rendered by Mr.
and Mrs. George Rose, and Miss Esther
Hunt. Among the beautiful floral offerings were a pillow with words, Husband
and Papa from the widow and daughter;
pillow from Delbert Paul and family and
Emma Paul;'wreath with word brother
from Mr. and Mrs. Prank Paul; wreath
from Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gurney; spray
from Zeliaand Louise Connell; spray from
Mrs. Mary P. White; bouquet, Clifford
family.

Paul.
CALXSTA

J.

CILLEY.

After a severe illness of five weeks*
Calista J. Cilley passed to a higher life at
her home in Lincolnville July 30th, at the
age of 76 years. Her death caused a great
loss to the community, as she was kind
and gentle to everyone. Her sufferings
were very great as she was not able to

With his wife and two children he is
spending the time at Belgrade Lakes.

speak or help herself. She left to mourn
their loss two sons, Marshall H. Cilley of
Lincolnville and Eugene S. Cilley of Roxbury, also three grandchildren, Retta M.,

Mrs. James T. Sleeper has arrived from
Beloit, Wis., to spend a few weeks with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S.
Pitcher, at the Battery. She visited

Lillian Dexter, 250; Lillian Davis, 205;
Thelma Smith, 130; Katherine Brier, 25;
Ethel Dexter, 20; Sabra B. Dyer, 15; Em- Lieut. Sleeper at an Atlantic port on her
ma Slipp, 5; Jennie Smith, 5; Elaine Fer- way here. He is in the transport service.
nald, 5; Edythe Gray, 5; Cbas. Hammons, In addition to her work in the music de120; John Chalmers, 30; Archie Robinson, partment at the Beloit college, Mrs. Sleep20; W. A. Nichols, 20; Wilson Clements, er was recently made chairman of the
dean of the
10; Wm. Fennessey, 10; Edward Morse, committee that replaces the
woman’s denartment.
10; Orrin J. Dickey, 5.

They will

main here until Mr. Arnold, who has been
accepted for Y. M. C. A. work in France,

Levi P. Seekins died at his home at and.
Citypoint Aug. 8th, aged 71 years, 8
A recent letter received from Wm. R.
He was born in
months and 10 days.
Towne of Seattle, Wash., says that his
Swanville, the son of the late Josiah and son Josiah Mitchell Towne has been comJulia (Curtis) Seekins and made his home
missioned as a Lieutenant in Aviation at
in that town until about three years ago
Marsh Field, Riverside, Cal., and he exhe moved to Citypoint. He is survived
to be ordered to Camp Dix, Texas,
pects
by his widow, formerly Miss Sarah J. soon. Josiah Mitchell Towne is a grandchiltheir
four
Small of Swanville, by
son of Josiah Mitchell, a former resident
dren, Walter N. Seekins of Stonington, of Belfast, and a son of a nephew of AlHerbert L. Seekins, Mrs. Bertha S. Berbert C Burgess of this city.
deen and Mrs. Nettie J. Triehy, all of
i
Melvin T. Marshall and son, Capt. RobBelfast. Two sisters also survive, Mrs.
New York, arrived TuesSarah J. Smith of Waldo and Mrs. F. O. ert Marshall of
a short visit with Mr. and Mrs.
for
day
took
funeral
Holmes of Swanville. The
B. Dinsmore, who also enterplace at his late home Sunday at 2 p. m., Thomas
at the Country Club Tuesday
Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill officiating. tained them
at lunch. Capt. Marshall is stationed at
Camp Dix and is out on a sick furlough.
VOTES FOR MOVIE STARS.
The following is a list of names and
the standing in the popularity contest
advertised by the Colonial Theatre Inc:

Dr, F. A. Schubert of Plymouth, Mass.,
the guest of Mrs. George W. Lewis,

Waldo avenue, joining Mrs. Schubert
who has been in the city for some time.

going

ed.
Therefore, you must use your own
judgment as to whether or not you desire to give these kits. It is our judg-

—

and two

Mrs. Arthur Ferreira and four children
of Roslindale and Miss Mary McDonald
of Medford, Mass., are guests of Mrs.

Elena B. Shute.

|

Large quantities of cut flowers first was written on the trip over. Their
and bouquets were sold by Mrs. A. M. ship was a fine one, it was not rough and
I
He cautions
Lothiop, Mrs. C. B. Roberts and Miss all enjoyed themselves.
Clara 3. Keating. The grab bag, presid- home folks not to expect mail too often
ed over by Miss Melvina V. Parker as- j as it is difficult to reach the mail steamsisted by Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, netted ers. They had daily concerts on the trip,
iii ten ucm oaicoi
fi. uju^iivi.vu wuuj
•ri
good books to read, but missed the newsspread made and presented by Mrs. L. A. papers and feel they do not know how
Knowlton brought $16.50.
the world is moving. In closing he said
picture, “Pershing’s Crusaders” comes to
The Liberty bond, which was sold by- ;‘if anything happens to me you must rethe Colonial on Wednesday, to show you
just what our boys in France and our ticket by Miss Caroline Perine, went to member that I could not have given my
government “over here” are accomplish- Basil Allen of Belfast. Ten of the North- life for a better cause.
However, we
ing. The following newspaper clippings
port residents gave $5 apiece towards must not anticipate anything but the
can give you an idea of the popularity of
this bond, then another $50 worth of best.” On his arrival in England, he says
“Pershing’s Crusaders.”
tickets were sold in it, thus realizing a the buildings are all small, of brick and
‘Pershing’s Crusaders’ is far and
of war
away the best compilation
clear $50 for the Red Cross.
Sugar in cement and there are no sky-scrapers.
pictures exhibited here since the beThe farms are small and well-cared for.
ten pound lots brought $40, Thomas E.
ginning of the European struggle.”—
Shea and Miss Georgia E. Sheldon of He also wrote on his arrival at the rest
New York Times.
The two cakes camp in France after an uneventful trip
Belfast winning that.
“Stirred spectators to hearty
cheers.”—New York Herald.
went to one man, E. L. Knowlton. A from England. He found France warm
“The pictures overseas are comWar Savings stamp went to Mr. Grant just like Maine in July and August. He
plete and satisfying, and give an adeto
who has a brother in Red Cross work, so has received letters regularly from friends
want
who
those
to
answer
quate
know what the boys are doing and
he presented it to be auctioned off, and it and greatly appreciated them. He had
what their life is like in and around
talked with several men who had been
was finally sold for $7.
the trenches.”—New York Sun.
and there from the first and they are very
cheese,
Sandwiches,
doughnuts,
in
Persh“Real thrill by real drama
frankfurts with coffee were served from optimistic as to the outcome. They being’s Crusaders.’ Bears the unmistakable stamp of being genuine.”—.
5 o’clock to a late hour. A number of lieve the war will be over before another
Chicago Tribune.
“Everyone in our camp is happy
Red Cross workers from Belfast assist- spring.
“The ‘National Movie’ is in town.
and
fine. I find I remember my
feeling
R.
in
Frederick
ed
serving including Mrs.
The exhibition has been made and is
can read
Poor, Mrs. Clarence E. Read, Mrs. S. S. French better than I expected;
being shown by the National Governto get
As entertainment it is of the
ment
L. Shute, Miss Alice P. Poor and others. the French newspapers sufficiently
understood.
best.”—Editorial in Cleveland Plain
make
can
idea
and
myself
the
The side-shows with President Charles
Dcsldi
M. C. A., are
Bradbury in charge opened on the tennis The Red Cross and the Y.
“In showing the film the Governthe benefit
court at 4 o’clock and proved to be all to be found everywhere and
ment is presenting facts about the
cannot be estithe
soldiers
to
give
they
Army and Navy for which people
decorative
the
advertising posters—the
This motion picture should
have we
crave.
work of J. F.
promised. mated at home. Especially
Sylvester
be enjoyed by every patriotic citithis true of the Y. M. C. A. I hope
found
Hammons
Charles
not
sold
Comtickets,
only
zen.”—Editorial in Cincinnati
It
but kept up a rapid word picturing of the Belfast does well in the next drive.
mercial Tribune.
I
“It is a picture that makes the
wonders and freaks to be seen for a small should be responded to by everyone.
cheeks tingle with pride, and the
shall have an accumulation of mail soon,
Mrs.
a
sum.
Bessie
in
gaudy
Keyes
graphic portrayal of America’s comnone since leaving
gown and bejewelled head dress was a as I have received
ing might is a thing that tightens the
as often as I
typical snake charmer; Clara Hammons, a Camp Devens. Will write
throat.”—Washington Herald.
extreme“The pictures are
tattooed lady; Julia and Audrey can.”
dainty
ly thrilling in the realism with which
Corp. Benjamin Berry, reported killChalmers glass blowers; Paul Tuttle, a
they show what it means to be a
and the
fat boy of 600 pounds; Eugene Hammons ed in action, was 24 years old,
soldier in the world’s greatest war.”
first to fall from that town. He enlisted
—St. Louis Dispatch.
as Uncle Sam carried on a picture show;
Co. G, 103d In“Scenes of staggering immensity.
Caroline Havener was a Spanish dancer; at Bangor last summer in
—Cleveland Press.
fantry. While home on a furlough he
and
Marion
dancer
Hawaiian
and
Flanders,
in
the
break
“There is a
.voice
of WinGretchen Fletcher a ballet dancer. These married Miss Ruth McDonough
a sob in the throat when we mention
his parby
so
survived
is
is
also
He
there
terport.
Crusaders’;
‘Pershing’s
young girls were daintily dressed, very
much that should be said and so little
and received much applause. ents and one sister.
graceful
that can be said adequately.”—ChiTom Thumb gnd his wife—little John
cago Post.
Grange News.
Chalmers and Katherine Pendleton—de‘Pershing’s Crusaders’ registers
enough facts to have done credit to
I lighted ,every one and “Tom” also made
Waldo County Pomona Grange will
the United States if three years inA
a decided hit with his vocal solos.
stead of one had been consumed.”
hold its annual field day meeting, TuesMrs.
African
parrot owned by
South
—The Milwaukee Wisconsin.
day, August 27th, at the usual place,
Alma Tartoue and Angora rabbits by
“Applause was thunderous. ”—BufRing’s Grove, Montville. State Master
falo Times.
Chas. R. Coombs were in the natural his- Thompson and Lewis Smith, Jr., A. R. C.
haf
this
picture
Without exception
field secretary, will be speakers of the
department.
been shown everywhere at 25 and 5( tory
Another speaker from the Maine
day.
interthe
was
largthe
we
are
Dancing
evening
during
paying
cent*. Although
State Grange is expected to be present.
est sum of money for this that we hav« spersed with the following program: Sole There will be solos and instrumental
wi
and Mrs.
ever expended for any one picture,
dancing by Miss Olive Morse as Misi music by Mary and Helen Cobb
shall exhibit "Pershing’* Crusaders” al
Picnic dinner and|the
Shure.
Carney
Miss
Patriots
Marjorie
Pratt,
Columbia;
our regular prices, trusting in your genusual good time for one and all.
dance; Miaa Caroline Havener, Spaniel
erouiM>atronatfe.ti(l,

Ervin Cross

Miss Virginia Eaton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert A. Eaton of Mt. Clair,
was a guest over Sunday of Miss
N.

open

need.

and Mrs.

Mr.

The War Industries Board further requests us not to purchase yarn in the

; given

j

Meriden,

children, Eleanor and Harriet, returned
and Mrs. William C. Crawford of Allston,
to Bangor Sunday having spent the past
Inez
Miss
of
her
the
is
aunt,
guest
Mass.,
two weeks at Northport.

on

it will be difficult to supply our Army
with knitted goods during the winter un-

last fall.

little

guest of

Conn., is the guest of her mother, Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Morse and
! lived in Unity. He has two brothers and when reaching Europe are not living in !
four sisters residing there now.
barracks and find these corn- Miss Sarah Frankel have returned from a
comfortable
I
i Mrs. Walter H. Knowlton or Monroe I fort kits of inestimable value, conse- ! two weeks’ trip in Old Orchard. Miss
j has received word that her son Lionel quently do not destroy them. In this I Frankel also visited her brother, Lewis
Pitts has been wounded in action. He is country they are a luxury rather than a Frankel at Fort Leavitt.
22 years old, single, and a guide in the necessity, in the opinion of Army auCapt. Sumner C. Pattee, M. O. R. C.,
Maine woods. He enlisted in May, 1917, thorities, and are often carelessly treatat Gettysburg, Pa., is spending
overseas

and

are

their arrival at camp and what
the Red Cross will do for them in relation to the Home Service work.

them

Mrs. Alice Coombs Bramhall has received letters from her son, Ralph A.
Bramhall, of Co. M, 302 Infantry. The

Harmon

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Howard will
leave the last of this v\ eek for their winter home in Williamstown, Mass.

j

I

A.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank 1. Wilson.

Miss Grace M. Packard of Bangor was
the utmost care in conservover Saturday and Sunday of
: the guest
ing, and so we ask you not to give any !
her father, W. S. Packard, returning to
knitted goods to draftees.
Bangor Sunday afternoon,
Should any of the organizations feel i
Mrs. Charles F. Smithand son Charles
i 26 years of a ge.
that some article should be given in order
to visit
Mark L. Grant, named in last Thurs- to maintain the proper morale among ! w., of Boston arrived recently
Mrs.
D. Shute.
Mrs.
and
Ralph
Mr.
day’s list, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. their workers, we would suggest giving ]
was formerly of Searsport.
Joseph C. Grant of Unity Plantation. the men a small comfort kit.
These Smith
Rev. and Mrs. Charles B. Ames of
) The telegram received stated that he had comfort kits must be made outside of
been wounded seriously July 18th. He the regular allotment and materials for Groton, Mass., arrived Monday and were
was a member of Co. I, 9th Infantry, and I them
The comfort j guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson
purchased locally.
enlisted in Syracuse, N. Y., April 30, kits made on the regular allotment are ! while on their way to open their cottage
He is 22 years of age and always
I 1917.
overseas. These men at Quantabacook Lake.
to men

i and went

Charles

daughter Ruth of Portland

Clarence A. and Stanley M. Cilley. The
funeral took place at her late home Aug.
1st at 10 a. m. Mrs. Martin Gray officiated and spoke many words of comfort to
The floral offerings were
and
The interment was in the

the bereaved.
many

and

affection.

j Hills
)

beautiful, showing esteem

cemetery in Lincolnville.
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and unless,
crats has

triotism,

a
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laJBWi-

as seems unlikely, the Demomonopoly of wisdom and pa-

there is need of Republican con-

tribution to the solution of the tremendous problems now before us for solution,
and those other great problems which
will press for solution after the war is
over.
We should elect, by an old-time

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

FIRST PHOTOGRAPH OF AMERICANS IN CANTIGNY BATTLE

to achieve. Without organization it cannot send its leaders to the council tables,

For one square, one
ADVERUSING Terms.
week
inch length in column, 26 cents for one
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
00 a
SUBSCRim w Terms. In advance. $2
60 cents for three
year; $1.00 frrsix months;

months.

STRAWS

our entire congressional delegation and our entire State ticket and county candidates from Governor Milliken

majority,

SOLD BY q p§

right down to the bottom of the column.
By so doing we shall testify to the Republicans of the Nation that we are
loyal to them and to our own people.
Deliver
Every Republican can help.
your

own

Palmer-Owen Bros

vote and ask your fellow Re-

publican to deliver his.

QUIET

MR. HUGHES.

We continue to note complaints, sarcastic and otherwise, upon the fact that
Charles E. Hughes, government investigator of the airplane charges, is enveloped in silence. One writer goes so far as

doesn’t break pretty soon.”
Hardly. Mr. Hughes is at work, and
when he work* he does not feel it neces-

Nominations.

Republican

*•

For United States Senator,

Poland.

BERT M. FERNALD,
For Governor.

sary to yawp daily about what he is
doing, nor have a brass band bray at the
entrance to every airplane factory he is

Fattening

Chickens for Market.

Production

is Profitable

Signal

Special Feeding

Before

Selling

Augusta examining.
CARL E. MILLIKEN,
We clip the above from the Boston
For State Auditor,
Nineteen years ago the Maine AgriculPost.
“May we suggest” that there is a
Augusta
ROY L. WARDWELL,
tural
Experiment .Station made trials in
methods
the
between
marked difference
For Representative to Congress,
chickens for market, the practical
and
fitting
Ellsworth of Mr. Hughes as above set forth
JOHN A. PETERS,
and elaborator conclusions for which are even greater
those
of
Baker
Secretary
For State Senator,
today under the marked increased cost of
Montville Creel?
JAMES J. CLEMENT,
food then when they were made. These
For County Attorney,
Some time ago an agricultural stimu- experiments comprised (a) the marketing
Belfast
RALPH I. MORSE,
ation bill was under consideration in the of range fed and specially fattened birds,
For Clerk of Courts,
United States Senate and one of its items (b) Coop versus small house feeding, fc)
Waldo
JAMES H. C1LLEY,
Effects of green
reads as follows: “For investigating the Effects of age. (d)
For Judge of Probate,
food habits of North American birds and food.
Winterport
ELLERY BOWDEN,
mammals in relation to agriculture, horThis was before the introduction of
*
For Register of Deeds,
ticulture and forestry, including experi- large poultry plants into Maine. At that
Waldo
EDWARD EVANS,
ments and demons! rations in the destroy- time most of the poultry in the State
For SherilT,
ing of wolves, coyotes, prairie dogs, and were carried on dairy farms. Very little
, Montville
FRANK A. CUSHMAN.
other animals injurious to agriculture and milk was sold and skim milk was a farm
For County Commissioner,
animal husbandry, and for investigations by-product. Dry-mash feeding was unBelfast
ORRIS S. VICKERY,
and experiments in connection with the known. In these experiments the special
For County Treasurer,
rearing of fur-bearing animals, including ly fattened birds was fed a porridge made
Belfast
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
mink and marten, $394,820.”
of meal ;and skim milk. The porridge
For Representatives to the Legislature,
‘The food habits of birds have already was thick enough to drop but not to run
Belfast
HODGDON C. BUZZELL,
been comprehensively investigated by from the end of a spoon. The meal used
Troy
WILMOT L. GRAY,
the Agricultural Department of the Unit- was a mixture of 100 pounds of corn meal,
Searsport
BENJAMIN F. COLCORD,
ed States and by some of the States as 50 pounds of finely ground oats, and 40
Searsmont
CHARLES S. ADAMS,
well, and full reports of what has been pounds of finely ground meat meal, lo
Winterport
WALTER A. COWAN,
discovered have been made. We have wet up this 190 pounds of meal required
reason to believe that most of our farmabout 35 gallons of skim milk.
ers have well considered and reasonably
(a) Tlje specially fattened birds sold
ELECT NO DEMOCRATS TO CONeorrect ideas concerning the food for quickly for 20 cents per pound more than
GRESS.

:ows

The Democratic chatter about the necessity of electing Democrats in order to uphold the hands of the President is both
childish and absurd. The United States
iron clad policy in regard to winning the war. That is settled and therefore is not a political -issue. We doubt if
has

an

any

man

will be elected to Congress this
ever shown any symptom

who has

year

of pacificism, and it is reasonably safe to
say that
every Democrat and
every
Republican elected to Congress this fall,
will be

fight-for-victory patriot. Party
on economic
questions
but will be as one in loyalty. To look at
this matter from a practical view point,
a

will differ

men

and other mammals which feed

on

There seems to
agricultural products.
be no immediate necessity for threshing
this old straw, “Demonstrations in the
destroving of wolves, coyotes and prairie
dogs” should certainly be made because
it is probable that those people who nave
spent a considerable portion of their lives
in killing them may not have done it
properly. A commission should therefore be appointed to consist of three des erving Democrats, one an astronomer,
one a lighthouse keeper and one a submarine diver. They should proceed to
the places where these animals are to be
f ound and forthwith demonstrate for the

theirjmates

direct from the range.

The coop fed birds (4 in

(b>

coop)

a

rapid or economical growth
in body weight than did their mates fed
in small houses. The houses were 9 by 11
feet, with attached yards 20 feet square,

made

no more

The labor

with 40 birds to a house.
much less with the small house than with
was

the coops.
It

tc;

requireu

auuut

u

yuuuvio

ui

grain mixture for each pound increase in
live weight when the chickens were 130
days old, and about 8 pounds for each
pound increase in live weight when the
170 days old. This is in
accord with the well known fact that the
younger the animal the less the quantity
of food required to make a pound of

chickens

were

enlightenment of the entire agricultural
community and show them how the destroying ought to be done. It may be that growth. With only the moderate differt will become necessary to put the whole ence of 6 weeks in age it takes a third
the House of Representatives.
These
business under government control with more food to produce a pound increase in
men are experienced upholders and have
who will
been ever since war was declared and the commissioners in charge
weight of a 6 months old chicken than it
commence operations by raising the price
does with a 6 weeks younger bird.
have never once failed to uphold.
It
if nelt.s.
<d> Rape as a green food when added
seems to us that it would be folly to send i
to the ration above outlined was without
these men to private life and to replace
The Half Moon Telephone Company
effect.
them with men, however estimable, who
awns a line a few miles in length in
At the time these trials were made the
for the first year at least of their official
Knox and a few neighboring towns in
minutely present “fat soluble substance”
life could only wander along behind the
Waldo county. It is said that the govand “water soluble substance” were unbell-weathers of their party. We cheersrnment has taken control of this line to
And the fact that the addidiscovered.
concede
that
the
Democratic
nomifully
aid in winning the war and for some reation of green food which was known to
nees for Congress in this State and their
son not perceived by the ordinary mind,
party, are absolutely right in the stand this and the several other little lines in be of marked advantage in poultry growing had no effect in these trials was dishave
taken
in
relation to the prosthey
the county also taken, are of great strateappointing and could not be explained by
ecution of the war to a decisive victory.
gic importance. Mr. Burleson, the Post- then known facts. These two substances
We congratulate them on being right for
master General of the United States,is to
about which almost nothing is known
the first time in sixty years, but we build
be the director-general of these lines and
other than that they are present in ceron this no hope of their complete
regen- be is going to manage them just as he
food materials and lacking in others
it would

to be wise to re-elect Senator Fernahl and our entire delegation to
seem

eration.

We fear that when we have to
consider the great problem we shall have
to solve after the war, it will continue to
be the same old Democratic party as of

yore, ruled by the South, and still wedded
to “Tariff for revenue only” which has

plunged this country into a business stagnation in every instance when the Democrats have been able to make that heresy
the law of the land. This is another and
a most excellent reason
why Maine should
send

no

UPHOLDING HIS HANDS.
In the great crisis which our country is
it is imperative that there be in
State and Nation an abundance of wise

facing

counsel. The Republican parly has never
failed to furnish its full quota of wisdom
and competent leadership in times of the
Nation’s peril. It must continue to give,
and the need for it to give is in no degree
lessened by the fact that a Democratic

administration is

now

years

in supreme control
This year of all

the Republicans of the State of

Maine should stand together, and stand
firmly for the principles of good government which have been the-party’s principles from the days of Lincoln down to
the present time.

They should

see

to it

that every party vote is cast for the loyal
and competent men now representing our
State in

Washington,

and in order to em-

phasize their confidence in these men
there should be Republican victory so
complete and so conclusive as to leave no
doubt in any mind that the Republican
party of Maine is as vitally alive, as
united and earnest in its determination to
preserve the liberty of the world today
as it was to preseive the Union when it
followed the leadership of Abraham Lincoln more than half

For

century ago.
the Republican party to drive its way
through to a complete triumph is the best'
a

than it did 60 years ago when the mail
across country in a stage coach,
rhis is not Postmaster Keating’s fault

and most effective way to maintain and
strengthen its party organization. There

tain

and that the “fat soluble substance” is
essential to growth and the “water solu-

substance” is essential to bodily
maintenance are present in milk. If milk
does not enter into the ration the addible

went

tion of green food is essential in a mea
mixture similar to that given above.

and it is not necessary to say who is to

These studies make clear that special
feeding (fattening) pays in preparing

be blamed.
__

•

The Democratic candidate for Governor
5f the State of Maine is reported to have
said in a recent speech that the election

Democrat to Congress.

of the Nation’s affairs.

manages the mail service from Belfast to
Burnham, which is very easily done by
letting it manage itself. It takes 10 hours
longer now for a package of newspapers
to reach Augusta from Belfast by mail

jf Governor Milliken and a Republican
lelegation to Congress by the voters of
Maine would cause joy in Berlin. This
reminds us of the teacher of the district
school in Whittier’s Snow Bound, of

chickens for market; That confining birds
to close quarters stimulates growth and
makes them better

and in consequence he lost 300,000 more
soldiers. It would be good strategy on
the part of the Kaiser to send Sonny home
and give him some knitting work.
A prominent Democratic paper says
that “Dr. Garfield knew business before
he adopted educational work." The result of his managing the coal situation
shows very plainly why he quit business.

Boilermakers Wanted by U. S.

That young

sirable food material; And that when skim
milk is freely used green food can be
omitted in a fattening ration for chickens.
—Chas. D. Woods, Director.

HUMPHXSyS’

to

35 years.

(COMPOUND)

For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

never

been

a

Army.

Signal

perts
not the
positions are in the civil service,
from
military. The salaries offered range
The duties con- ;
a
year.
to
$3,600
$2,400
sist of supervising, distributing, and exand delivery of j
pediting the manufacture

j

equipment. It is desired
positions persons with

materials and

to obtain for these

and
general knowledge of production
manufacturing problems, experience in
preparing and maintaining charts and
a

data of progress

and, preferably,

a

thor-

as

mation given therein, together with such
corroborative evidence as may be needed.
Full information and application blanks
the United
may be obtained by addressing

Hebron Academy is ideal for college preparation and also of.-r
practical courses for those not preparing for college. Its location,
without resorts or distracting entertainments, affords an excellent
opportunity for study, and conditions are most home-like.
Of ten buildings two are dormitories, one for girls and one :V
boys. Both are of the most spacious and most beautiful type in
England. Wholesome rivalry in all sports.
Practical courses in Sewing, Home Economics and Domesu
Chemistry will be added studies for girls in the coming year.
For catalog and further information, address
WM. E. SARGENT, Litt.D., Principal

been made that while

our

army

is the

healthiest army in the world, yet at all
times there are in the hospitals, more
men

suffering from

alone than the

venereal

diseases

sized army in battle
line has from wounds. Yet it must be
remembered

same

that

our

army

is

more

/'Ey-

’'Tcmi!:1 '••.••’’.rate'

:• v

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
]
Disco*vc.? in water ffr.r i! caches stops |
*
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam*
macicn. Recommended L> Lydia E.
Pinkha.-ii Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, |
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical,
|

pense

and poor health

can

thus

pre-

vented.

felicity.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
A boy is always a boy, but a man isn’t
ilways a man.
Life is short, yet most men outlive
The following transfers of real estate
their good intentions.
recorded in Waldo County Registry
were
You can always get satisfaction by
of Deeds for the weekending Aug. 17, 1918.
going to law—if you are a lawyer.
Things that interest some people are
John M. Crosby, Belfast, to Oriana V.
those that would Detter be left unsaid.
do.; land in Belfast.
Walker,
If angels fear to tread where fools rush
William F. Libby, Islesboro, to Nelson
in they should use their wings.
The indolent man knows nothing of W. Tild n, do.; land in Islesboro.
the enjoyment that results from honest
Ella A. Thompson, Montville, to Vellabor.
zora
E. Ripley, Searsmont; land and
must
her
The wife who losses
patience
not expect to retain her husband’s ad- buildings in Montville.
Edna J. Cousens, Stockton Springs, to
niration.
Many a self-made man would be hap- Albert K. Dodge, Brooksville; land and
pier if he could blame the job on some- buildings in Stockton Springs.
pody else.
Mrs. J. D. Wetherbee, Searsmont, to
A woman’s idea of a congenial husband
is one who lets her have her own way in Mrs. Sarah A. Jackson and Mrs. Ada A.
sverything.
Stearns, do.; land and buildings in SearsLots of persons who admit they are in
mont.
•educed circumstances would get fighting
Theodore P. Thompson, Freedom, to
nad if anybody accused them of being
poor.
Darius P. Thompson, do.; land and buildings in Freedom and Montville.

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature of
President Wilson has written an eulogistic letter to that pink whiskered Lewis
person urging him to get into the Sena-

torial race in Illinois. Sometimes we are
inclined to believe that President Wilson’s
idea of “adjourning politics” is for everybody to get off the job except himself.—
Fort Wayne News.

Mary A. Peaslee, Searsport, to Lizzie
M. McLaughlin, Stockton Springs; land
in Searsport.
E. Burke Elwell, et al, Northport, to
Daniel G. Wing, Boston; land in Northort.
Marlton L. Knowlton, Liberty, to Her.
bert K. Cram, Montville; land and build
ings in Montville.
Francis H. Ingraham, Patten, to Loren
Cross, Northport; land in Northport.
George A. Mahoney, Lincolnville, to
Milton B. Hills, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Stephen P Larrabee, Pittsfield, to Albert D. Edgerly, Unity; land in Unity.
Clara E. Hart, Bangor, to Percy E.
Severance, Newburgh; land and buildings
in Winterport.

WANTED

«

SICK STOCK
BOOK

on

treatment of Horses,

M E N

8 3

TO INVEST $100 EACH.
(PAYABLE $20 MONTHLY)

Humphreys* Romeo. Medicine Company
156 William Street, New York.

Cow*,

Sheep, Dog* and other animal*, sent
free.
Humphrey*’ Homeopathic Vet.
erinary Medicine*, 1S6 William St, N, Y.

In a new war material manufacturing plant now filling orders for the U.
S. Government and other big customers for an article that is an essential part of all big guns and. cannons, as well as motor trucks, automobiles, railway passenger cars, and that has many other uses. The demand
for this article is far greater than the supply and other manufacturers in
the same line are making enormous profits. Our plant is now producing
and success is assured because our product has proved its superiority.
Additional capital is needed to increase our output.
At last you have an opportunity to share in the earnings of one of
the really big war supply industries. But remember, this offer is limited
to 83 men who can invest $100 each—payable $20 monthly. We give you
ten days time to investigate and satisfy yourself before risking a cent.
No obligations in asking for inSend a postal for full particulars.
formation.

FOR SALE

i

Address, today—

T. C.

FREDRICH, Treasurer,
Room 1202

123 West Madison Street,

Masonic Itntflc,

GEO.

,*enr.icic!al power. |
demising
50c. all dry^girti, or postpaid by !
vs“L The Pasto.i Toilet C ok r-iny. Boston, Mass.^
extra ordinary

Chicago, Illinois.

t.

-n!

Has
Sample Free.

W. L.
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DENTIST,

I

1

m/,)

•

JUHMOlj

Attorney

FOR SALE

Silence is often the price of domestic

Cl

unt!

j Ml. w. c.

ii

at

1

BELFAST. WAIVT
Practice in all
e

Courts.

Fmha'r

.uaH

specialty.

OLD IRON
lam

I

.:^l
M

the hu

usual,
paying
Waldo County for old rags, bap
paper, metals, etc. Iron and *p
tioually high. I am paying fr
per ton for iron.
Bags i.r
apiece. Rags are 2c. a per uhum,.
any of your old stuff bef
As

Are You Tired

For Infants and Children

:

}

_

healthy than the rest of the nation. Today the National government has asked
American citizens to fight this menace as
a war measure.
Our struggle for effiAtlanta,
Philadelphia,
New
York,
ton,
ar.d Sawdust at Milton b.
demands that we heed the request. Slabs
ciency
St.
St.
Louis,
Paul,
Cincinnati, Chicago,
Our
the
the
will
to
men
who
whip
duty
hill’s Mill,
New Orleans, Seattle, or San Francisco.
Hun compels us to act.
“Parents are
It is most important that these posiprimarily to blame for the poor teeth of near C. H. Simmons’ farm, Hayford llistrict.
tions should be filled as promptly as posT el 17-21, Lincoinville.
sible. Boards of examiners which are thousands of Americans” says the State
Belfast.
located in cities which have large manu- Department of Health. The failure of
facturing plants should make a special many men to qualify for the army on aceffort to bring the announcement to the
Please count of bad teeth has opened the eyes
attention of qualified persons.
give this matter immediate and careful of the nation to the great need of univerattention.
By direction of the Commis- sal care in protecting the teeth. The
of paying fancy prices for TIRES foryour
sion.
Very respectfully,
regular use of the tooth brush once or
JOHN A. MCILHENNY,
car? If you want good, fresh, new
twice a day should be insisted on in the Ford
President.
rubber tires at RIGHT PRICES, see ours
case of every child.
Later suffering, exbefore you buy.
be

CASTOR IA

j

New

States Civil Service Commission, Wash
ington, D. C., or the secretary of the
board of civil service examiners at Bos-

POINTERS.

i

to be well.” “Come down out of the
clouds and know the truth” is the advice
of one health officer in regard to the ve-

of nereal disease menace. The false modough knowledge of the manufacture
esty and unnecessary caution which have
radio, telephone, or telegraph material
veiled the tacts about these contagious
and equipment, wire, cable, etc., with all
and highly dangerous diseases have stood
to
such
the tools and apparatus pertaining
in the way of all progress in eradicating
equipment and its installation. No writthem, according to the State Department
ten examination will be required. The
of Health. The facts, while disagreeable
positions will be filled under the civil
will, when they are generally known and
service rules on a non-competitive basis,
appreciated, aid materially in curbing
of
applibe
a
surplus
but if there should
the menace. The statement has recently
cations from qualified persons, the best

qualilied will, of course, be selected. A
formal application will be required and
selections will be based upon the infor-

At Hebron, students—girls and boys—receive the advantages
of a school national in reputation and national in scope. Her* h.
environment, the close contact with students from many part'
the country, the course of studies, the plan of play, make for b- ri
bodies and broader minds.

Contagious.

contagious as smallpox,”
savs the State Department of Health in a
bulletin issued recently. “Besides, there
is no quarantine for health. Have you
ever noticed how much influence a live,
healthy, vigorous man or woman has on
his or her neighbors. Health creates an
interest in itself. People want to be like
a healthy person.
If you want to serve
your neighbors, your State, your nation,
one of the first things to do, is
to be
healthy. Then too, it is much more fun
“Health is

Corps of the Army is in
exurgent need of about 20 production
These
for important war work.
The

Send Free Sample af Ointment te

Lieut.-Com. Newton Mansfield,
SECOND HAND KITCHEN STOVE.
greater need of a vigor- Recruiting Inspector,Eastern Division,226
J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
N.
Y.
ous Republican organization than now,
-227 West 42nd St., New York,
®tf
Belfast, Maine.
Apply at any Recruiting Station,
and without this the party is powerless

has

the

inAii>t

YOUR

|

#
<-■
•;

price-list. If you have any
229-4, or drop me a posta
:t
SAAI
promptly.

WEST,

16 Cross

Spring Street, Belfast.
___I

i

TRUCKING I
I

am

prepared

to do

all kit

As offered to-day should include instruction in I
all the Commercial Branches, Shorthand and !
Typewriting and the BlIVTOUgh’S

Eurniture and piano

Automatic Bookkeeping Machine.

Have just added to

*•

Acme auto true ktnade by

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE!

movin'.

mv

~

r

eo

Leave orders at the
cern.
PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA is the 1
only school in New England which offers such j Main and Cross streets.au'
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free cata- I
I ceive prompt attention.
F. L. SHAW, President,
logue.

Telephone connection.

Steamship Lines

Eastern

W
•

INCORPORATED.

BANGOR LINE
Leave Belfast Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday for Camden,
Leave Belfast
Rockland and Boston.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport
and Bangor.
RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston,
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
Leave Bangor Monday, Wednesday,Thursday and Saturday for Boston and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
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Junk

j,

I

HAND

GOODS

SECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding.
etc.
have
you

furniture a
to sell drop n
receive a prompt cal
WALTER 1
Main
64

Antique
anything

will

249-3

[

*

CHICHESTER ?
THE DlAM«»v
Lading! Ask
hl-eheM-ter’B l»
nils in Red nr. <
boxes, sealed "ir:.
ake no other
DrusfflNt* A

OH LOOK!
A Yankee

W. Bis'

Wa Ido Aw

WANTED

Vyrv

I

Buyer.

Pit?
Ai

V

■

IJIA.MIIMP i:k

years known as Bt

SOLD BY DSLCfib
All old iron at $10 per ton delivered at
Fred Gray’s dooryard. 1 pay $15 per ton
Will
for any kind of machinery iron.
buy old bags and rags at highest price.
CHAS. B. WALKER.

29tf

Navy.
Enlistments of Boilermakers [for the
Regular Navy, (duration of the war) are
specially needed. The present war pay is
*77.50 per month. In addition to your
salary you are privileged to make special
monthly allotments to your dependents,
which is paid by the Government and also
subscribe for insurance which the Navy
offers at a very low rate. Age limits 21

Experts
Corps of

tiLunun,

boy or your girl—his future or her future—
depends upon the training of today.

%

Health

for the

WITCH HAZEL OiNTMEN.

500,000

had the misfortune to meet a few divisions of American troops and their Allies

fleshed;

birds are fed much more profitably than
older ones; That skim milk is a very de-

whom the poet says:
“And as he talked the wonder grew
How one small head could carry all he
knew.”
The Crown Prince of Germany lost
men in his unsuccessful attempt
to take Verdun. On his way to Paris he

Hebron Acaaemy

of CanThis is the first authentic photograph to reach the United States showing the Americans in the battle
The first men to go over the top are seen leaping to the
tigny, their first really important conflict with the Huns.
Within 45 minutes the Americans had
attack, while their companions in the trenches await the command to follow.
obtained all their objectives, taking many prisoners.

to say that “the world will forget his
mission and its missionary if something

THORNDIKE

G.

A.

DEALER IN

FRESH

MEATS

OF

ALL

26tf

Telephone 229-11
SPRING STREET.
cash.
tf31

WANTED
Send card.

Will call.
J. AUSTIN M
B

KINDS

12

Cut prices for

Second Hand Sioi

Orders delivered

Chevrolet

1STE0PATH
Dr. Effle

Walling,

Phone 115-11
Over

Belfast, Maine.

City Drug

Store.

25tf

MODEL ROYAL MA
1
ELECTRIC LIGHTS and ST
Everything in first-das
Four good tires and one span
a
son for selling, have bought
I'1
I
E.

For Sale
A USED FORD CAR in first-class
Sold cheap for cash.
fufciuing order.
Apply to
J. F. PRESCOTT,
6 G rove Street, Belfast.
Itf

y.

;

28tf_Bellaj^t

OFFICE TO lEI
B
In first-class condition in
Main street. Apply at

on

,.

HOWES’ GROCt-Bi

hlaWOMEN

r whoare ill

■

the customary voting precincts in the
jurisdiction of each Local Board.
Each Local Board should be requested
at once to appoint a registrar or registrars for each precinct within its juris-

Woman Recommends

lUdia Compound—Her

Pinkham’s Vege-

E.

I

i,u R Pinkham's Vegetable
_Compound to a 11

■

■end

who suffer
from any functional
disturbance, as it
has done me more
good than all the
women

clerical

Since taking it I
have a fine healthy
baby girl and have
gained in health and

My hus-

strength.

band and

-_-'

I

praise

both
med-

your
icine to all suffering

fOHN Koppelmann, R.
Nebraska.
root and herb remedy,

h.‘

Vegetable Comrestoring women of
th for more than forty

ham's
f

n

,

r

well pay any woman
from displacements, in-

jj

*° fh:

a
ration, irregularities,
'"‘. "r-.M.inches, nervousness or
G:h
to give tiiis successful
•,

'"

Ldy

a

trial.
in regard to
E. Pinkham
n, Mass. The result
nee is at your service,

'gestions
I ydia

Registration Coming

I

in

Sep-

of

citizens

the

All Nations Permit Use of Sweetening
for Home Preserving Purposes.

IMlglHUU IVua.T
of two pounds per

It volunteers

j

Governors, mayors, city clerks and
county authorities will be called upon by
j the President in
Regulations to assist
.’I, and 30 and 45 years, !
Local Boards in providing suitable places
al General Crowder has
for registration and to obtain the co-opall Draft Executives to

reparation
f
;

|
(

l

J

eration of t

for this great

and

I sioners

e

proper

This frock is faultlessly made in
America of washable Japanese cotIt
ton crepe imported by Vantine's.
is cut in a comfortable one-piece
style. The front is finished in a
jaunty blouse effect, with jointed
lapels and four large pearl buttons.
A military collar of white cotton
crepe drapes gracefully over the
shoulders and extends down the
front, forming a chic vestee effect
which closes with five small pearl
buttons. The girdle passes through
a novel panel back around the waist
and falls carelessly in front. Close
fitting one-seam sleeves are finished
with a row of white pearl buttons.

election commis-

custodians

or

officers in

charge of election machinery and public
<1 13 million men will
buildings. When voting booths are availlived, including some 75 j able, arrangements should be made for
Stale of Maine. From
their use together with such equipment
and those who regisas is usually supplied for use in register1917 and June, 1918, it is
ing voters. Where the customary voting
Mi of the administration ;
places are in private buildings, proprieof live million men into ! tors should be
requested to afford assistsummer.
ance to local
authorities by permitting
.st ration will take place
the use of such places for purpose of regmher.
A task of great :
istration.
.importance, therefore, now
to be isSelect’veServic Organiza- : The President’s proclamation
of the Act of Conthe
sued
passage
upon
This registe of Maine.
will fix the date for registration
accomplished under the < gress
and the Adjutant General or Draft Exof
the
Draft
uthority
ecutive of each State w il be furnished in
uusia. The Local Boards
■

ei>

s

|
i

»

advance with necessary blanks and forms

have immediate superrk within their respecWhere there is more

I

Board in any county

iegistration

or

;iral Registration Comike plans and will have

!•.

of

,on

r

all

preparations

.king toward a complete
I
provision applies to
s

viidroscoggin, Aroostook,
Kennebec, Penobscot
cit y of Portland,

and

i..toriums and State

and

Mid jails, will be covered
:' iiions of June, 1917 and

5

operations will have the
if securing of deputized

|
f
tjLvr.M'-

|

issued from the office

n

General

and Provost

providing for the
cntral

<

>

or-

of

Committees

directing them, and
Local Boards having
whole counties, to meet
and take such preliminary
vdhie and necessary, pendf complete regulations
>
Proclamation, which
;

|
r,'r'

|
j'
f

l

nactment of

National

sisiation.
Registration Committees

I

irds will at

t

once

secure

ting places in all voting
ill be used as registraI

machinery used for

■'

will be
and
in an

employed,

town

1

Committee!

from and by the memBoardsin such county

:

to

and

and election

earnest and eflec-

with the State ExecuI City Committees and

promptness, efli■•ni'leteness in this registra"'ili doubtless be final and
secure

^p;

as

facture, distribution and sale are closely controlled, and in part actually
taken over by the state.
Saccharine is permitted to be sold
and used as a substitute for sugar and
the government manufactures a mixture of saccharine and sugar called
“State Sugar,” which is largely used.
German Sugar Ration Adequate.
Germany, before the war, produced
a great surplus of sugar and exported
large quantities. Today the Germans
have virtually gone out of the export
business, but have plenty of cheap
sugar for home use.
Wholesale prices prevalent in the
Allied nations, according to information received by the United States
Food Administration are as follows:
England, 10 cents a pound; France,
12 cents; Italy, 26 cents.
While these high prices are being
abroad the American wholesale

paid
price is being held at 7%

TREADS

h,,....

Nfi/i

Med

ktatiur,
Mca

^o,i:r"ur>

■

s’

,ate'

of

poultry.”—Kansas City

Star.

cotton material may he boiled until It
is white and unstreaked in water to
which washing soda has been added.
Then it may be re-colored—dipped
In dye. if you want to go to that
trouble, which is sometimes a good
idea.
If you want to color anything temporarily, you may make use of the new
dye soaps that color as they lather.
To he sure, this color washes out',
but it can be soaped in again.
Or, if you can manage it, you can
sometimes get good results by dipping
anything faded into water colored
with crepe paper.

Prevented by “Fruit-a-tives”
The Wonderful Fruit Medicine

Japanese Grass Rugs.
Japanese grass rugs are more and
more tempting, for they are" made In
heavy, soft quality and in charming de-

signs—with patterns of soft green or
brown on their yellowish ground. They
are not expensive.
One six by nine
feet costs nine dollars at some shops.
Law

on

Birds.

The Maine law protects gulls, terns,
all other non-game

herons, petrels and

alike

St., Hull.
opinion, no oilier medicine
is so good as ‘Fruit-a-tives’ for
Indigestion and Constipation.

For years, I suffered with these
dreaded diseases, trying all kinds of
treatments until I was told I was

..

OF

. r»ci

friend told me to try
Liver
(or Fruit
Tablets). To my surprise, I found
this medicine gave immediate relief,
and in a short time I wras all right
DONAT LALONDE
One

day

a

again”.
50c.

a

box, 6 for $2.50,

trial size 25c.

HAVf

TOUTbAD

NEVER A

Does your back ache, night and day;
Hinder work; destroy your rest?
Does it stab you through and through
When you stoop or lift.or bend?
Then your kidneys may be weak.
Often backache is the clue.
Just to give you further proof,
The kidney action may be wrong.
If attention is not paid
More distress will soon appear.
Headaches, dizzy spells and nerves,
Uric acid and its ills
Make the burden worse and worse.
Liniments and plasters can’t
Reach the inward cause at all;
Help the kidneys—use the pills
Belfast folks have tried and proved.
What they say you can believe.
Read this Belfast woman’s account.
See her, ask her, if you doubt.
Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson, says: “I suffered from a dull ache across the small of
occasional dizzy
my back and I had
spells. After using Doan’s Kidney Pills
I was greatly benefited. I got Doan’s
from A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug Store
and can recommend them highly, for
they did me more good than any other
remedy I had ever used for kidney

birds except hawks, owls, loons, crows,
mud-hens, king-fishers, blqe herons and
the English sparrows. The penalties for
each offense and for having in one’s
possession each bird living or dead, or
each nest or eggs of protected birds is $5
or imprisonment.
The lederal law provides a fine of $200 for delivery of game trouble.”
birds through Maine to any express comPrice 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
pany or other carrier for shipment out of ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
the State, or shipment of any package in Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Ferguwhich such game birds or their plumage son had. Foster-MUburn Co., Mfgrs.,
I anonymously aent.|
Buffalo, N. Y-

llfi
IflSj}
§£

GOODRICH

•

AKRON,

OHIO.

^

JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET,
Careful drivers if desired
etc.
I have single and double hitches, buckboards,

BETTER
TIME THAN

NOW
To Subscribe
FOR

The Journal

our

patronage is solicited.

Telephone—stable, 18-2; house,

We have

an

f icient corps of

respondents

ef=

Notice of Foreclosure

SALE

A certain piece or parcel of land situated in
said Thorndike, bounded and described as follows, to wit: Being the same premises that
was conveyed to Jennie N. Randall uy Charles
W. Lord and Susan F. Lord by their deed dated
November 9, 1903, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds in Book 271, Page
89 which is referred to for further description of said premises. Also being the same
premises conveyed to Leon W. Parsons by said
Jennie N Randall by her deed dated SeptemI
ber 3, 1909.
And whereas the said Ross C. Higgins, by I
his assignment dated the twenty-fourth day
of March, A. D. 1914. and recorded in said
said
Registry, Book 315, Page 8, assigned Hunmortgage to the undersigned, Edwin A.
morttoon; and whereas the condition of said
gage has been broken:
Now. therefore, by feason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Belfast, Maine, July 19th, A. D, If 18.
EDWIN A HUNTOON.
3w31
H. C, B.

all the

happenings

in your communi-

tyLet
name

we

us

with

are

every

add

THE OLD

yourj
those

receiving

day.

$2.00PerYear

25 JUGS

BEADSTEADS
C OOKIXG DISHES
SCALES
GAS STOVE
BUREAUS

I

COUCHES

|

CHAIRS

II
(I

Everything in the second-hand
a low price and quick sale.
Apply to

1

Dickey & Knowlton,

jjl

i
■

line at

Pythian Block,

■

Belfast, Maine.

1

■

IS NOW

Belfast Drug Store
WITH

WILLIAM A. BANKS, Prop.,
Main Street, next Webber Shoe Store.

All the former firm’s prescriptions
carefully filed by the new proprietor and
Everything
can be refilled at any time.
in drug supplies on hand at all times.

Being at this time in need of clerks
in the different departments of our
Publishing House we Can offer you
pleasant and permanent positions,
short hours, with good wages guar4w3d
anteed from the start.

GEOHGE F. KENT. DMJGGIST.

VICKERY & E11LL PURLISHI\G CO.,

House forRent

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

The house on Court street, (between
Park and Grove streets) recently occupied by Mr.- W. C. Shaw, will be for rent
August 1st. This is a very desirable, twostory house with cemented cellar, new
furnace, large bath room, electric lights
and city water. For lease apply to
FRED T. CHASE,
No. 25 Main Street, Belfast.
30tf

RAGS

DR CLEHENT
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.!
HOWES BUILDING, MONDAYS,

Teachers Wanted

For Sale Cheap
KNOX MARINE ENGINE, 31-2 H. P.
26tf

j

Old rags are at present especially high.
I am still paying the highest prices possible for old iron, burlaps, bags, carpets,
and other
rope, metals, rubbers, papers
waste materials. If you have any goods
postal or telephone
on hand drop me a
229-4, and I will call promptly.
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast.
NOTE: Be sure that you are selling
for
your goods to Freedman by looking
the name on the wagon.

3m81* I

Fine condition.
J. AUSTIN

A

Furniture and household effects
'■from the Leaman, Pierce, Sherman and Tobey estates, including

CORNER DRUG STORE

Office Hours—9-12, 1-5.

6 Months $1.00
3 Months 50c.

Proprietor,

SLAUGHTER

Leon W. Parsons of ThornWaldo and State
mortgage deed dated the
of Maine, by
third day of December. 1909. and recorded in
I Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 294,
Page 87, conveyed to Ross C. Higgins of
Thorndike aforesaid, a certain lot or pa-cel of
land, situated in said Thorndike, and bounded
and described as follows:

WHEREAS,
dike, in the County of
his

cor= The

in all

18-3.

W. G. PRESTON.

Removal

the towns in the
which keep
BACK? county
you in touch with

You Have, the Statement of This Pelfast hesidert Will Interest You.

I

SERVICE VALUE tires.

are

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

or from FRtJIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.,

At dealers

§

PRESTON’S

incurable.
‘Fruit-a-tives’

§. jf

Bangor Branch: 37 Franklin St., Bangor, Me.

53 Maisonnecve

“In my

i SI
£

THE B, F. GOODRICH RUBBER CO.

cents.

SUFFERING

If

, is
NX

Goodrich skill and honesty put SERVICE VALUE in
them to start, and Goodrich Test Cars, by
millions of miles of road testing, prove it
is there.
SERVICE VALUE TIRES never fail you.

H LIFETIME OF

delay in registering the persons to be
The summer laundress is bound
subject to draft upon the passage of the j sometimes to take
out the color from
of
necessary legislation and the issuance
frocks, and
your daintily colored
the President’s proclamation.
blouses and lingerie and negligees.
CROWDER.
But there are ways and ways of making the thing fresh again.
To begin with, according to a corAs to Declaration of War.
respondent. anything badly faded or

«|

For war, exalting the long-known supremacy of Goodrich Silvertown Cord Tires, has adopted the Silvertown
spiral-wrapped, cable-cord tire for airplanes.
SILVERTOWN CORDS or BLACK SAFETY

Italy. Has "State Sugar."
Especially drastic regulations govern
the use of sugar in Italy. Its manu-

no

"V'fJ
!?

-—

find it.

registration

sky.

9
--cr-

while visiting friends.
Before the war started France had
625,000 acres devoted to sugar production. By 1917 the French sugar acreage had decreased to 180,000 acres.
Today the French man or woman with a
sugar card has no assurance whatever
(hat he or she will be able to actually
buy sugar. To buy it, one must first

a

into the

mssm. tires

in America.
If you go to a hotel in England or
France these days and order tea or
coffee they serve absolutely no sugar
with it. if you want sugar you must
bring it with you.
in England it is allowable to use
one-seventh of an ounce of sugar in
In
ihe preparation of each luncheon.
France many persons carry little saccharine tablets about with them for
use in hotels and in England rich and
them
poor must take their sugar with
if they wish to have sweetened tea

great one, but it is confidently I TO
FRESHEN
UP COLORS
expected that the National Draft Organization will respond to the call and make | New Dye Soaps Provide Shade as
all preliminary arrangements for the
They Lather; Washes Out but
Can Be Soaped in Again.
in order that there may be
to be

flag

gdodriciTB

™

J

..

!

or

Hostesses of today are sending up
tray breakfasts to their guests rather
than expecting them to come into the
dining room for breakfast, and even
lar sub-division having more than one
in households where the people are in
Local Board within their respective jurisrather moderate circumstances there
diction, a central registration committee
are likely to be one or two individual
be appointed from and by the members
breakfast sets. These sets may be of
pf such boards whose duty it will be to
the most fragile Dresden china or they
all
co-ordinate and supervise generally
may be of porcelain with an old-fashpreparations for such registration and to ioned design of flowers.
Each set consists of a small coffee
direct the activities looking towards a
complete registration. This central regis- pot, sugar bowl, creajn and hot water
pots, a covered dish, cereal bowl, plate,
Iration committee and Local Boards
butter plate, egg cup, cup and saucer
where there is no central registration [
and salt shaker.
committee should obtain the co-opera- |
It is the fad just now to have a set
tion of the political organizations, coun- | of linen for each breakfast set. For
i
ty and city councils of National Defense,
instance, if the set is Dresden, there
Committees on Public Safety and similar
are a cloth for the tray, a tiny cover
agencies within the jurisdiction to assist for the toast, a cozy for the egg and a
napkin, buttonholed in pink or blue,
in bringing about a complete registrawith Dresden flowers embroidered in
tion.
the corners. If it is a willowware set,
The Adjutant General or Draft Executhe linen is coarser and has a blue
tive in each State, acting under the dipicoted edge and a pair of doves outrection of the Governor, will forthwith
lined in the corner.
select a chair of one of the Local Boards
The breakfast- might consist of a
so to meet and select a central committee
grapefruit or a cocktail glass of orange juice, a little cereal, an egg, some
and direct such chairman to call together
toast or a roll, a small jar of jam, and
all Local Boards within such city or
a pot of coffee.
Many hostesses are
a
of
selecting
the
for
purpose
county
buying these tiny jars and filling them
central registration committee.
when they make their jam for just
The task confronting the State orgathis thing.
nization and the Local Boards is known

■

men> within
the State.

Individual Sets of Dresden China
Willowware Have Specially
Decorated Linens.

It is requested that in each city of 30,300 population or over having more than
one Local Board and each county or simi-

winning of the great

«.Si8t,lative authority of theregis-

!

conduct registration.

There is no set form for a declaration of war and it has even been questioned whether a formal declaration
of any kind is necessary. An AmeriOUlicl ''.I
can writer on international war says:
August 5, 1918.
B-2461. It is confidently “An act of hostility, unless it be done
cgislation extending tlie In the urgency of self-preservation or
by way of reprisal, is in itself a full
wes will early be enacted
declaration of intention; any sort of
'Ids
time
it
be
cannot
u
previous declaration therefore Is an
(ness what age will be
l(,]M
empty formality unless an enemy must
1:ul it is safe to assume i
be given time and opportunity to put
jj.
number of men will be himself In a state of defense, and it
Sj
'or and that the day of
is needless to say that no one asserts
.g;,,
!"• early in September,
a
such
thing to be obligatory.”
Formal declaration of war preceding
:
I such large numbers
t
‘"d extensive prepara- the beginning of hostilities was more
|
common in ancient times and in the
not be sufficient time
middle ages than In modern times. In"n after the
passage of vestigation has shown that of 118 wars
!’V Congress. Instructions
between 1700 and 1872 less than ten
(tin,
"H,ure will be at once for- showed declarations of war prior to
ltd
Pending receipt thereof hostilities.
to make preliminary
1
11 "“oe in
Decker's Protest.
order that regis<tii,r t
atiP place s00n after the
An advertisement appearing recentIn the Wathena Times reads: “The
"'
rssarv legislation.
The ly
Hu,.,,
who sold Decker some fresh
man
re®stration must be perar,H
eggs recently will be surprised to knot*
! ly to lje Put into immediate that one of them hatched some hours
11,1
President’s proclama- after Mr. Decker bought them. By the
Published.
Tt
sheer good luck that seems to attend
of 8,1 States and the Mr. Decker, the egg was not sold beul
1
de liistriet of Colum- fore the nativity, so Decker’s store
»!(|
!
still retains its reputation for fresh
IJPon to supervise the
goods. The little chick has had tender
!,"'lr
RR
respective States and
care from Mrs. Decker. The farmer
\
co,umbi, •.
who sold this fresh egg may have the
Ue,ieral or Draft Execu- chick by
Yti" osrl,
paying for this adv., as Mr.
(t">ii of t|lF
ar-tmg under the di- Decker carries only fresh goods guar"lvernor, will be thecen- anteed and has not taken on a side line
■

NICE FOR TRAY BREAKFASTS

5§

in the hotels.

high

it

.;

One hundred and twenty-five years after the first war
balloon, the battles of the air find not only Goodrich Dirigibles and Montgolfier balloons in the thick of it, but also—

month per person.
In France the ration is a pound and a
half and in Italy it is one pound a
month. And the prices in allied countries are from two to three times as

Section 28, of Registration Regulations
No. 2.

the United States of
for the registration of
entry whose ages are be-

Goodrich follows the

as a luxury, sugar
time essential. The fair
essential is
and just division of this
various Allied
in the hands of the
food controllers.
The United States Food Administrato observe
tion lias asked this nation
of two
a
voluntary sugar ration

or

"Jj

:

I l$£$j

It was a Montgolfier balloon, the type the Montgolfier
brothers developed from Cavallo's crude experiments in
1766 with hydrogen-filled pig bladders.

war

a

of local conditions that the services of
will be required.

I ''HE eyes of the army were first set in the sky when
1 the French Revolutionary forces, using the first war
balloon, won the battle of Fleurus, 1794.

ML.

Formerly classed

pounds per person a monthl
In the other countries at war with
the scarce
Germany sugar is one of
in
articles on every menu—whether
the households of both rich and poor,

men

r

In the world sugar situation.

is now

==*-tM

Neff..

America's new sugar ration of two
is equitapounds a month per person
the sugar rable when compared with
tion enforced by rigid governmental
and Italy, naorder in England, France
tions with which we are sharing sugar.
Each Allied nation—in the matter of
is sharing on nearsugar consumption
the hardships
est possible equal terms
conditions
imposed by greatly altered

United

cannot be obtained, persons may be employed and compensated as provided in

early enactment hy

he

work,

l

GERMAN SUPPLY PLENTIFUL

It was evident on the first registration
day that adequate arrangements in some
jurisdictions had not been made for interpreters. It will be necessary to arrange for a sufficient number of interpreters in all jurisdictions
where Local
Boards know from their own knowledge
such

tember.

;

one

States, and reside within the jurisdiction
of the Local Board by which they are
appointed, and should be persons who
have lived in the jurisdiction long enough
to be well acquainted with the residents
thereof. All persons are expected to offer such services as they can in this patriotic duty without compensation but,
when compensation is claimed by a registrar, $4.00 per day may be paid for his
j services. Volunteer
registrars who offer
j their services free of charge may be appointed in such numbers as may be used
in any precinct.

medicine.

doctor’s

there is more than

SHARE 0!'R SUGAR
WITH THE ALLIES
British Get Two Pounds a Month.
French Pound and Half,
Italians One Pound.

registrar in a precinct, one will be appointed as chief registrar. A registrar
should be appointed for each probable 80
registrants in a precinct. This will require one and one-third times as many
registrars as were required in June, 1917.
Registrars should be competent to do the

I want to recom-

Neb.~“

Where

diction.

table

I personal Experience

I;

UHESS OF WASHABLE CREPE

The Local Boards'will have immediate
direction and supervision of the registration within their respective jurisdictions.
The actual registration will be made in

MCKEEN,
Belfast,Maine.

With or without experience, for Graded
Good salaries. No
or Mixed Schools.
charge whatever unless position is secured. Write at once for registration blank.

THE H. W. MANN TEACHERS’ AGENCY,
53 Court Street, Auburn, Maine.
2w32

i

I
SARSAPARILLA
PEPSIN, NUX AND IRON
The combination of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron is one of the
happiest because one of the most
effective and economical ever made
These two
in medical treatment.
medicines, one taken before eating
and the other after, work together,
*
each supplementing the other. They
give a four-fold result in bloodcleansing and nerve-building, and
form the finest course of medicine.
Get them of your druggist today.

of his heavy

Franklin Adams has gone to Camden
to visit hi%£unt, Mrs. O. P. Fuller.

Mr. and Mrs. George Beers of Waterville were in town over Sunday.

Mrs. Mamie Howes of Mattapan, Mass.,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.

George H. Ryder lost
work horses last week.

one

A. R. Pilley nas purchased a Studebaker
touring car of Waterville Motor Co.

B. Morse.
Eva A. Dickey of Greene spent a few
days with her brother, Mr. C. B. Dickey,

Miss Helen Oliver of East Boston is
last week.
visiting Lindley H. Bowen and family.
Hattie Gilman of South Braintree,
*
Miss Faustina Roberts is visiting her
who has been spending a few
Mass.,
sister, Mrs. Gustave Ward in West Troy. weeks with her aunt, Mrs. M. A. ConThe Misses Jeanette and June Buswell ner, will return home this week.
of Exeter were visitors at E. L. Toners
Mrs. Harvard Greeley of Ellsworth
NORTHPORT.
recently.
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Dickey last
Mrs. Eddie Webb and daughter of Bos- week. They accompanied her home by
ton
are visiting his parents, H. H. Webb auto and on their return they brought
The last in the preliminary eliminaback Miss Mary Black, who is visiting
tions in the men’s handicap tournament and family.
son
little
them.
and
Grant
J.
at the Northport golf club was played, C.
Mrs. Hervey
E. Read defeating Robert C. Ward. The Fred of New York are the guests of P.
A demonstration of. canning by the
cup now lies between R. A. Peavey and H. Grant and family.
cold pack method was given in South
C. E. Read and will be played off as soon
Mr. Leander Staples has been unable Montville grange hail, August 8th, by
as the former returns from a business
to open his harness shop for several days, Miss Ruby Barker from the U. of M. extrip to Chicago, etc.
tension service.
Twenty-seven were
owing to a bad heart trouble.
Herbert H. Stevens, superintendent of
Miss Lula Stiles of Portland is spend- present and the meeting was very helpful.
with her parLeonard &1 Barrows’shoe factory, gave a
ng a few weeks’ vacation
The South Montville W. C. 1. U. met
dinner at the Country Club Friday night
in honor of Arthur H. Leonard of Boston,
senior member of the firm, and the foremen of the factory.
The table decorations were in the national colors in both

flags and flowers. Following dinner a
smoke-talk was enjoyed before the fire
in the dining room when matters of mutual interest were discussed.
Others
present were Messrs. B. L. Tuttle, A. W.
Miles. H. A. Peters, Charles E. Rhoades,
C. W.

Thomas,

Harold Ladd and F

W.

Belmer.
H.

L. Woodcock

of

Belfast,

one

of

Maine’s best known artists, gave an exhibition of about 30 of his famous paint-

ings at the Country Club last Sunday
afternoon.

On account of the dull skies

the living room was darkened and the
lights turned on, giving an (excellent opportunity for many of his admirers to en-

joy what, they
good exhibit of

had^dng
some

anticipated—a j

of his best

work,

with the artist present to explain conditions under which they were painted and
Mr. Woodcock is a
certain scenes, etc.
flu"nt speaker and has travelled exten-

Stiles.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. S.

will be the
Morris L. Slugg of Belfast
Theatre
Crockett’s
at
man
4-minute
Saturday evening, August 17th.
Mr. H. M. Brown and family of Unity
f.
have been the guests of his parents,
days.
several
for
wife
and
Brown
W.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse of Lowell,
and
were the guests of friends
week.
relatives in town a few days last

Mass.,

Miss Christine Jones and Mr. Hollis
Jones of Waterville spent the week-end
their parents.
at the Jones cottage with
man
Albert J. Lowe was the 4-minute
at Crockett’s Theatre last Saturday night
on war
and delivered a splendid address

work.
There
at

the pictures

Inner
was

extra large attendance
Saturday night and “The

an

was

Shrine,”

one

of the Lasky plays

shown.

Roberts, a nurse at the
Springfield hospital, Springfield, Mass.,
Miss

Doris

spending

is

a

short vacation w'ith her

LINCOLNVILLE CENTER.

SEARSMONT.

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

BROOKS,

guest at The Samoset and M. W. Pelletier
of Paris, now with the Metropolitan
Opera Co. Monsier Pelletier acted as
the talented accompanist and
derful in the solo of his

was won-

composition.
The vocal program opened with
the duet, Don Jose and Michaela from
Carmen. Among Mrs. Folwell’s most
delightful solos wero Cadmann’s, In the
Land of Sky Blue Water, and a selection
from Thais. In the list of tenor solos by
Mr. Braun were the Banjo Song and the
ever welcome, On the Way to Mandalay.
All who attended are deeply grateful to
Mrs. Hudson in arranging for these noted
own

Mrs.
her

son

R. M. Oliver of Albion visited
Fred at F. A. Myrick’s last week.

Many farmers are not nearly done haying. The weather is so bad it is impossible to get it.
Mr. and Mrs.

C. A. Hall visited their

Mr. and Mrs. Fiske of Attleboro, Mass.,
and Mrs. Wyman Packard and son Robert
of Rockland were recent guests of Mrs.
Packard’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Del

vacation and it looks very
the house open once
Hattie Allen is with her.
see

pleasant

more.

Basil

Mr. and Mrs. William Sibley of Freewere Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.

dom

George Dow.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch and Vaughn
motored to Portland recently, spending
several days there.
Mr. H. L. Martenson of Portland has
been stopping for a few days with Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Paul.
Mrs. Henry Ham of Lawrence, Mass.,
is the guest for a few weeks of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Woods.

MONROE.

to

things; roast chicken; Danish almond
pudding with fruit sauce; coffee; Danish No. 1 and 2; Miss Doris Gray, No. 7; Mrs.
cheese; small Danish cakes, and Danish Ames, No. 9, and a teacher from Etna,
punch. Most of the iishes are cold and No. 5.
were placed on the tables with the hot
dishes. It was a very attractive and unWITH THE OVAL NECK LINE
usual affair. Eighteen covers were laid,
the guests besides Mrs. Johnson were
Trimming of the Top Is Reduced to
Mrs. W. M. Deisherof Reading, Pa., Mrs.
a Minimum—Sleeves Are in
Thomas E. Shea, Mrs. Gerry and Miss
Many Styles.
Haskell of Bangor, Mrs. H. M. Bean of

Miss Anna Wildes is boarding at J. B.

Fred

extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Nado on the birth of a

Flanders.

G. M. Twombly
inchemise of linen, organdie
Friday evening, making some very
roll-ovei
a
or net may be added, with
remarks.
teresting
collar.
Mrs. P. A. Cooper received a telegram
Sleeves are varied In style, both long
of the illness of her
sleeves and short ones being In vogue. August 7th, telling
who is at the
The short sleeves sometimes stop sister, Miss Annie Piper,
somewhere midway of tie upper arm home of Ellis Cooper in New York. Mrs.
and fit the arm rather snugly. Others Cooper left for New York Thursday
extend a little below the elbow and morning.
are quite wide at the lower part.
A letter was recently received from
Many of the frocks for afternoon
wear, even when made of dark mate- Private Chester Evans, who is in the
rial, have loose sleeves In linen or 103rd Infantry, Co. F., saying he had
mousseline de sole of a quite light been in the present battles, was feeling
tint, coming out of vertical armholes, fine and that all the other boys in his
either hanging loose and open at the
in good
company from Monroe were
elbows or shirred Into high gauntleted
that they had a
also
wrote
He
health.
material.
same
the

Oh Cut It, Cut It Short!

If you’re going to make

a

speech,

Cut it short.
If you’ve simply got to preach,
Cut it short.
If you feel you’re going to stray
From the path of virtue, say,
Only go a little way,
■
Cut it short.

—Exchange.
If you’re going to make a shirt,
Cut it short.
If you’ve simply got to flirt,
Cut it short.
If you’re bound to write some verse
Do not make a bad thing worse,
The soul of wit is terse,
Cut it short.

—Express

daughter.
Mr. Frank Colley of Harmony. Me., is
visiting his brother, J. H. Colley, who is
in poor health.

Banks of Massachusetts is the
her niece, Mrs. A. L. Ricker,
of
guest
Mrs.

for a few weeks.
was

4-minute

man

a

cuffs of

splendid Fourth of July, the Germans
furnishing the fireworks.

With numerous testimonials of 20 to 25 miles per gallon
and 8,000 to 12,000 miles to the set of tires we can honestly
this beautiful car to the motorist,

j

I

Capt. O. F. Coombs
a

just received
war

a

car

Touring

load.

car

j

$1150,
I

tax.

Bliss Business College
Lewiston, Maine.
Maine’s School of Modern Business Efficiency quaiii
courseCivil Service and Government positions. Complete
and bookkeeping. Normal Tra
hand, stenotypy, typewriting
10.
specialty. Fall opening Tuesday, September

Libby.
Langley Hoag of Belfast made
visit at the home of

C.

a

brief

B. Jewett

re-

j
j

cently.
CATALOG
PLEASE SEND ME ILLUSTRATED

M.

son

m.

was

City___|

week.
Mrs. W. E. Hebard and little son, who
have been at her father’s, Hon. C. M.
Conant’s, for several weeks, returned to
her home in Carmel Saturday.

Bliss Business

Knox

JACKSON.
O. A. Chase is in very poor health.
is visitMiss Carrie Drew of Gienburn
ing Miss Pearl Chase.
with
Mrs. Laura Chase spent last week

in Knox.
her daughter, Mrs. Will Kelsey,
The Misses Emma and Irene Twicker
in
of Thorndike are visiting relatives

Red Cross.

Mrs.

time this month to the secretary,
Miss Mildred I. Webb, Brooks, R. F. D.
2. It is hoped each and every woman in

Mass.,

Herbert

Hadley is in Lowell,
brotner, Harrison

her

Morton.

port.
and

Mr.

Mrs.

Edv

moved to Sandvpoinl.
in the

shipyard.

F.

Miller and tai

spent several days a!
with Miss Pansey Heir
Mr. and Mrs. J- A. :
Minerva and Hub

Miss Grace Batchelder was the guest of
H. S. Morton, several

Mrs. W. D.

Harriman

her sister, Mrs.
days last week.

week.

Supt. of Schools E. L. Toner of Brooks
was in town to attend a school meeting

awhile in Searsport w
Ed. Gilkey. She will
schools in Searsport the

Friday, August 9th.

that most worthy cause, the A. R. C.

Miss Ada Harriman

Devereaux’s iu Sandyi'
Mrs. Hazel Billado h
She is attended by 1d

ters

some

Knox will prove her loyalty and patriotism by “coming across” with one dollar,
thus becoming an honored member of

PROSPECT I'EW

|

C.

visiting

j

Collegei^Lewiston^JVru^J

town.

The annual dues of the Knox branch
Red Cross are due and should be paid

_-State-

Street or K. F. D._

few weeks.

Mrs. Arthur Young and Miss Alice
Young of Portland were guests of their
aunt, Mrs. C. H. Libby, several days last

Miss Faustina Hard,

Twill Be Ready In
Minute

a

J

quite severely
the head by a
day last week,

was

a

Name.-----

Mrs. H. W. Clark of Attleboro, Mass.,
joined her husband Saturday for a visit
with relatives in this town and Monroe.

and

NORTH ISLtSBORO.
for

a

A. P. GOODHUE, 44 Main St., Bellas!. Me.

|

Annie Thompson of Wollaston,
Mass., is the guest of her brother, C. II.

few weeks.

who

have

freight and

i

Mrs.

Miss Rate McReag and Miss Louise
are with Mrs. Mar-

Mrs. Chester Nealley was
son Earl a few days last week.

are

your]hill climbing

!

at

Mrs. Albert Porter and little

Heath,

distinct pleasure of your motoring.

[

here.

her brother-in-law, Mr. George Porter of
Boston, are guests of Mrs. Porter’s moth-

her

Congratulations

This is what the OAKLAND SENSIBLE SIX with its 4t
valve in the head motor gives you. The constant flow of :•

Miss Louise Libby came from Bangor
a brief visit at her home

injured by being hit on
block at the shipyard one
I is gaining slowly.
the guest of i---

Mrs. F. L. Palmer spent a few days
last week at her old home in Prospect.

The Real Economy Car

August 5th for

for

a

W. A. Hall, Belfast

Mrs. Mary Haley visited her aunt, Mrs.

Falls preach at the church at 3.30 p.
next Sunday, Aug. 18th.

garet Darling for

by

has been employed

Mrs. A. R. Wellman and children have
gone to Fort Fairfield, her former home,

Mrs. Herbert Littlefield has been quite
ill the past week with jaundice.

A large percentage of the new frocks
are cut with the oval neck line, and
occasionally in pointed or square neck.
Whatever the shape of the neck finish

from;

Sold

wife and sister Doris of

We are rejoicing in the prospect of
having Rev. A. A. Blair of Livermore

Frank

Nealley place.

a

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. Eiobiii^j

Wilmot Newcomb, in Newburg Sunday.

Bruce of New York

A. L. Ricker has bought the late J. B.

are

I>. Whittier and family of Bangor
callers at F. P. Clement’s Sunday.

C.
were

week’s visit here.

Palmer’s.

RANGES

re-

times for real
Clarion is the
range to help you. Lowest running expense is the secret of
range economy. Divide the cost
of a Clarion, over thirty
years of right service, count
the savings in operation, the
satisfaction of faultless cookery,
and you will find a Clarion the
best investment you ever made.
economy, and

Walter Smith and family of Newburg
Nickerson of
Maple Terrace visited his sister, Mrs. C. W. Nealey,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Larby of Caribou
Mr. Earl Haley has returned to Boston,
accompanied by his wife and daughters, arrived for a visit with A. G. Larby and
Helen and Carmeleta.
family Sunday.
Mrs.

and

Monroe were guests
last Tuesday.

Monday for their home in Boston after

Camden, Miss A. M. Kittredge, Miss
Evelyn L. Peavey, Mrs. Charles Bradbury,
Mrs. George F. Harriman and her guest,
Mrs. Voth of New York, Mrs. Thomas B.
Dinsmore, Mrs. George F. Hall of Lineolnville and Boston, Mrs. Joseph W.
Blaisdell, Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens, Mrs.
Glaster of Bangor and Mrs. Ralph L.

collars and chemisettes are frequently
eschewed and the trimming of the top
Is reduced to a minimum, the effect
being rather trying to those who are
However, there
no longer youthful.
are plenty of other styles to choose

Allen,

Georgie Hall, who

Dunton.

Mr.

Miss

Schools in town are to begin Sept 3rd.
Miss Ruby Gray is to teach the school in

pairs. These

Belfast were in town last Monday evening
calling on friends.

er. Mrs. T. D. Nickerson and family at
daughter Ethel in Albion last Saturday
Miss Ruby Barker held a food demon- Maple Terrace.
and Sunday.
stration at the grange hall last Tuesday,
Mr. Harold Harriman of the Navy who
Maynard E. Hall who has been visiting which was well attended.
was the guest of his father, Mr. Frank D
work
his
to
returned
J.
E.
Hall,
| his father,
Don Blood, who has been employed at Harriman, and his grandparents, Mr. and
in Bath August 7th.
East Waterboro, Mass., is spending his Mrs. Sewell Harriman, for ten days, reJohn Nutter is cutting Newell White’s vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. turned to his
ship, the Agamemnon, last
hay. C. A Hall is cutting J. E. Hall’s R. K. Blood. His sister Iva, who is in Thursday.
Mr. Harriman has crossed
and W. L. Ladd is cutting A. E. Fletcher’s.
training at Waldo County Hospital, is the Atlantic seven times.
artists in this unusual and varied proMrs. E. A. Huntoon of Lee, Mass., who also at home for two weeks’ vacation.
gram
has been visiting at Newell White’s, left
SANDYPOiNT.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and Elizalast week to visit her daughter in Belbeth passed several days last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Louis K.. Hirsh of Akron,
Mrs. Henry Clifford left Friday for her
fast.
friends in South Newburgh. Mr. Morgan
Ohio, gave a Danish luncheon at their
home in New York.
Word
was received here Aug. 8th of
and
summer home ai Little River last Friday
preached on Sunday at Dixmont,
Mrs. Mary Blair of Somerville, Mass.,
the death of Mrs. Frank McDonald at Mrs. Morgan at the chapel at Newburgh,
at I p. m., in honor of their Danish guests,
eldest
the
home in Albion. She was
their
is
here on a business {rip.
three
also
held
evenings,
of
and
New
meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Howard
Fred Gould of Milo was at his cottage
and Mr. Morgan gave a lecture there.
The color scheme of the table was daughter
York
of Montville.
here recently for a short visit.
red and white, the Danish colors, with
Leo Cross is called to report in the
streamers of red and white satin ribbon
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Harriman have gone
three
That
makes
draft August 15th.
on a
white satin cloth. The room was
to Machias for an indefinite stay.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Cross who
lighted by red candles in a large candelaMrs. C. F. Snow from Stockton village
have been called to service. Lee goes
bra, making a very pretty effect. The
spent Saturday with her parents here.
Miss Marion Jennys of New Jersey is for awhile to Wentworth Institute, BosAmerican and the Danish flags were also
the guest of Mrs. E. A. Robertson.
ton, for mechanical training. Norman
Charles Perkins of Stoneham, Mass.,
The place cards were hand painted,
used
Knowlton were is still in training at South Carolina. He was here several days last week with
James
Mrs.
Mr.
and
with dainty Danish flowers in red and
has been promoted recently to corporal, relatives.
w eek-end guests of Mrs. Caroline Marr.
white. The elaborate menu was sent
and expects to go “ovei seas” very soon.
her
Mrs. Ida Severance has returned to
to
returned
has
A.
Barden
Mrs.
A.
from New York from Danish importing
Ray has been for some time “somewhere
sevafter
Bangor after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
spending
groceries, and everything was cookefl Dy home in Winterport,
in France” in a veterinary hospital.
P. C. Bates.
Danes and served in approved Danish eral weeks at the home of her son Fred.
a
on
Clifford French, wife and daughter left
fashion. It included pickled herring; eggs
Miss Melissa McKeen is at home

served with anchovies; caviar on toast;
liver patties on toast; Danish fish balls in
curry, salmon salad; cucumber salad; frikadeller, a combination of meat and other

saving of fuel, time, labor,

in the store of Miss Hilton of Belfast,
The committee of the Red Cross chapreturned home last week.
ter earnestly request all members and
workers to meet at Victor Grange hall
Carrie Drinkwater returned from Caswith Mrs. O. W. Newhall at its last
Tuesday afternoon, as they have a large tine last week, where she has been atan
have
to
voted
monthly meeting, and
amount of work on hand.
tending the summer school for teachers.
entertainment and social Friday evening,
A good number of ladies attended the
There will be a dance at Tranquility
will
toThe
go
16th.
proceeds
August
cooking demonstration given in Victor hall on Wednesday evening, August 21st.
ward the fund for the establishing of
Grange hall Wednesday afternoon, Aug. Nice music. Refreshment s will be served.
electric fans in the hospitals in France.
7th, by Miss Ruby Barker of Houlton, All come.
Conreceived.
was
member
One new
which was very instructive.
siderable interest is manifested in the
The Ladies’ Aid will give a supper at
Mr. Albert Thompson and sister, Mrs.
meetings.
the home of Mrs. Miller Ross Aug. 22nd.
Matilda Reynolds, are entertaining their
All are invited to attend and bring either
The remains of Mary T. Randall were
Mr. Martin Thompson of Lowell,
brother,
vegetables or pastry.
brought from Vermont last week. She
Mass., and his daughter and husband,
had been living with her niece, Mrs. |
Hon. A. H. Milter and wife left for BelMr. and Mrs. James Nixon, and their
Reta Downing. Her funeral was at the
daughter, Ruth Nixon, of Rutherford, fast last Friday en route for Ellsworth,
j
old home now owned by her nephew,
where they will visit their daughter, Mrs.
N. J.
Clifford Randall. Rev. E. A. Dinslow
the Grace Philips,jfor a few days. They were
August
On
6th,
evening,
Tuesday
South
officiated. She was buried in the
members of the Epworth League passed a accompanied by Mrs. Ada Morton.
A good church
Montville cemetery.
very pleasant evening at the church.
Miss Wealthy Richards of Boston, who
us.
from
member has gone
The entertainment committee had drawn
has been the guest of her sister, Mrs. H.
The Prescott reunion was held at the
a profile of each member and they had
A. Miller, left for Hope last Sunday,
home of Carl L. Adams Saturday, Augreat fun in telling who was who, after where she will be the guest of her sister,
gust 10th. It was a jolly company. In
which they played games.
Mrs. Lorin Athearn, for a short time.
age they ranged from Mrs. Nancy Colby,
Recently, as J. W. Skinner was mountninety-four to Martel and Hazel McLain’s
to pitching
The officers ing a load of hay preparatory
babe, a few weeks old.
WHITE’S CORNER, Winterport.
it olf in the barn of Leonard Luce, he
David
were
elected for the ensuing year

Saturday.

ARE THRIFTY

definite time.

made a misstep and fell to the floor,
Prescott, President; Hon. F. F. Phillips,
George B. Roberts.
He has
his head and back.
j father,
striking
Secretary;
W.
Vice
O.
in
Ripley,
President;
Mr. Herbert Knowlton who enlisted
sively, which with his wonderful talent
been quite lame from the fall, but tvas
is at Rev. Elwin A. Dinslow. Treasurer.
is a combination rarely met with. All of the Navy several months ago, and
very fortunate in not breaking any bones.
his pictures were framed in Hat brown j UdUlIUg
MORRILL
frames, a relief from the usual gilt. They Stanley J. Perkins and family Friday.
SWANVILLE.
included marine and w'inter scenes of the
Edwin C. Holnrook has gone to Dexter,
north ard several of the almost indes- where he is book-keeper in scanning facMrs. Nellie Thompson Morgan will ocMiss Helen Jennys of New York is a
cribable scenes in tropical Nassau, N. P.,
tory there. His mother Mrs. Suzanne cupy the pulpit Sunday morning, August
at Mr. E. A. Robertson’s.
guest
where he has spent many seasons. His Holbrook is staying with Mr. and Mrs. 18th.
Miss
Bernice Damm, who has been in
Nassau pictures are wonderful works of
absence.
S. A. Perkins during his
Mrs. Almatia Wadlin of Belfast is
the Tapley Hospital, is at home.
art and his Belfast friends present hope
with
relain
town
her
few
at
a
days
spending
Miss Nettie Bowen passed away
that this artist will in the near future I
Dr. Laura Preble of Oldtown, was the
home Monday morning, August 12th, tives.
be able to exhibit in his home city.
guest of her sister, Mrs. A. W. Damm,
Funeral
illness.
R.
serious
of
and
Mrs. L. W. Kendall
after a long
Providence,
church I., was a caller at Mrs. Gracie Bowen’s last week.
The Red Cross benefit concert at the services were held at the Congl.
David BrackCountry Club Tuesday evening, given j Wednesday afternoon, Rev.
through the courtesy of Mrs. Edith Fol- ett of Belfast officiating.
well Hudson, added $66 to that very
HALLDALE.
worthy cause and gave an evening of
rare delight to the large audience, who
Mr. and Mrs. Newell White and J. E.
listened to Mrs. William H. Folwell, soHall were in Pittslield last week.
prano. John F. Braun of Philadelphia, a

I CLARIONS

Amasa Heal and family of Belfast
Mr. Benton West of Jonestown is visiting his sister and husband, Rev. and Mrs were in town last Sunday.
John Churchill.
Elizabeth Freeman of Camden was in
Irving Joy of Milford, Mass., is a guest town Sunday calling on friends.
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. O. Mahoney and wife were Sunday
Hemenway.
guests of his brother, Amos Mahoney.
Mrs. Erastus Wilson and daughter, Mrs.
Georgie Hall and Marjorie Pratt were
Lilia Giles, of Camden are guests of Mrs. in Rockland last
Wednesday, calling on
Lucy Bean.
friends.
Donald H. Fogg of the Navy is spendAll who attended the dance at Marrining a furlough with his parents, Mr. and er’s hall last Saturday evening report a
Mrs. George Fogg.
fine time.
Frank Donnell of Somerville, Mass., is
Mr.'and Mrs. Lewis Gould (of Boston
visiting his sister and husband, Mr. and were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. True P. Moody.
Mahoney.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Knight and son
Mrs. Jane Cammett of Belfast is the
Russell of Belfast are at their cottage on
guest of H. A. Miller and wife for an inthe shore of lake Quantabacook.

!

J
minute for a hasty breakfast of toast, grille
little
bacon and eggs. As a matter of fact this wonderful
from
minute
one
stove is ready to cook in much less than
cook on it
the instant you turn on the switch, and you can

Ready in

one

practically anything

you wish.

Mass.

j

-+The Electric Grill**I

Miss Gertrude Warren of Boston is
spending a three weeks’ vacation with
her mother, Mrs Artha Warren.
Mr. Charles Coombs of Natick, Mass.,
arrived last week for a visit with his
daughter, Mrs. Robert Healey.
Master Harold Guerney of Atlantic,
Mass., has joined his mother and sister
for a visit with Mrs. Annie Bunker.

now
represents the genius ot the “Light Housekeeping Age”
nuisance
all the
opening to us, banishing as with a fairy wand
tiresome
and
days. \ou
oaors
of smoke, soot, disagreeable
until
actuallyjuse
you
cannot fully appreciate its many virtues
socket.
to
Attach
it.
any light

Price

I^UMlilERCOlSs
grapidly
f aad

reduce kunau itreuctk

iQaeu is

easily contracted,

bat Scott’s Emulsion will
promptly relieve tbe cold aad

P iVsk

I
j

j
;

home recently

brief visit.

Mrl and Mrs. E. O. Williams returned
last week to their home in Worcester,

L

j

j!

f

upbuild your stoeugtb to
•COTT ft BOWNI
■fcDOMWKI-O. N, J,

PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO

j

j
j

|S|§|rL
I

I

ideal for all canning methods

SIMPLE, BUT SURE CLOSURE,

Furnished with Best

/m

(

M'Size

1

i

Quality Standard
Rings.

Rubber

NATIONAL AND STATE

-Jl

AUTHORITIES

PRONOUNCE IT

1

THE PERFECT

JAR.

FRED D. JONES

her home on Cedar street from a recent
operation performed by Drs. Eugene D.
Tapley and Foster C. Small. She greatly appreciates the courtesies of her friends

BELFAST, MAINE

I

advertisements.

N(«

Bay Electric Co. tells of
of the electric grill.
uce
it

minute,

in a

College, Lewiston, adschool to open Tuesday,

ness
r

Colonial Theatre for

at

mi

Dickey, Democratic candiii, tuiblishes a political adv.
,sdon, Thorndike, advertises
Ephraim Bragdon, in South
,,r sale.
coi Taper Co. has tor sale 2
dine engines, 20 and 16
Robbins, Searsmor.t, pubthanks.
\\ cst, 135 Main street, has

1

1

a.

Mrs. Austin Knight, Center
publish a card of thanks.
ii.

nnell, chairman of Board
gives notice of sessions

to

revise and correct the
6 Union street, conand jobber, publishes a

Seward,
i-r

..

rfi

M. Waterman, Waldo Counwants 7 or 3 unfurnished
floor.
Hedin, West Pownal, adveriiicn and attendants at Maine
!

cpble-Minded.

to

let with bath and heat.

137.

-\

E D. 2, Searsport, wants a
housekeeper in a small family,
rent at 69 Union street.
i i igh st reet.

;

hf t

Millett, who has been

home

-.

on

Manley O. Wilson, who recently sold
Mills to Burnham
parties, has bought the Clarence E.
Wyman place on upper High street and
his farm in Poor’s

will

move

there this fall.

North Belfast. There will be services at the church next Sunday evening
at 7.30 o’clock. Pleasenotice thechange

Apcon-

Cedar street for

mproving and
Monday.

■■

was

able to

summer

months.

Patriotic Islesboro.

Slugg,

the time of

Morris L.

chairman of the Waldo County

War Savings Stamp committee, reported
Wednesday that Islesboro had shown its
patriotism in reporting their full quota
with a balance.
While many were interested in the endeavor unusual credit is
due Ralph E. Pendleton and to Miss Doro-

S:.

,!pie Grove Pentecostal Camp
it Searsport will commence Friltith, and continue ten days,
ikers and gospel workers will
the sessions,
throughout
oil and lodging can be had at
A special invitation
"g house.
10 all spiritual workers to be
i-gardless of denomination. For
on
address P. O.
Andrews,

father, Nathaniel J. Pottle, at Howard,
John A. David of Pittsburg, Pa., the
master of the Belfast High school,

The Lewiston Jourcation in Lewiston.
nal of Aug. 12th says: “Capt. Stiles’ sur-

prise

was

embodied, in his little daughter

for the chorus.
old, she is an acyears
only
eight
Though
arrived last Thursday for a conference !
and her solo dances
with Supt. E. E. Roderick and Mr. Louis complished dancer,
the opera, “Chin Chin,” a late New
J. West of Winterport in relation to mat- from
York success, would have done credit to
ters pertaining to the school.
He also
The chorus was delighted
a professional.
remained over Friday to select a rent and
not only an enthusiastic
and
gave
her,
practically decided to take he Chase
but a curtain call. Dr. Lafon 1
house on Court street, recently occupied encore,
sang a song in French, which was vigorWalter C. Shaw and

new

by

family.

The bandstand
of school

on

the Court street side

common was

demolished Mon-

Dorothy,

antine with the fever at his home

who danced

coupons

ihan

half the loss covered by
A carload of feed and flour,

Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
and hereby is, instructed to invest fifteen
thousand dollars of the “Cemetery Fund”

deposit in the Belfast Savings
Bank in bonds of the City of Belfast due
August 15, 1918, with time of payment
extended to August 15, 1920, bearing innow

ously encored.”
Poor’s MILLS. Mrs. L. Gray of Boston
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Maurice

on

terest at the rate of five per cent per
annum, payable semi-annually.
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
and he hereby is, instructed to draw his
check for $32.82 in favor cf A. E. Nickerson and charge same to Harbor Bridges
account.
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
and he hereby is, instructed to draw his
check in favor of F. W. Curtis for the
remaining 20 per cent of his bill for spil-

ing and charge
Harbor Bridges.

from the four stations re-

the call and succeeded in pretie lire from spreading to the
of the building, where the office

support himself on 40 cents per day, invested mainly in bread, fruit, vegetables,
etc. He has a fund of entertaining stories

and where part of the feed and
forage was kept. The origin of

to tell of his own philosophy, road experiences, etc. He is fond of the life and
rarely meets with anything but kindness.

and flour which

the barn
1

u1

iratus

1
1

:

not

was

was

also destroyed.

known.”

and rest one.

___

1 he Clear Call for Music

I

Now that the heavy clouds of war are darkening so many households the need for music is
urgent. We need music at home to keep our
spirits high and our confidence at the pitch it
should be while our men are at the front fighting
the meanest nation in the world. We need music
in our armies to stimulate their enthusiasm and
infuse in them the spirit that sends them singing
into battle.
Of all musical instruments

no

other

can

offer such richness and variety as the

,

'
C

_UTw

NEW EDISON
Come to our store for an informal concert by
“The Phonograph with a Soul.” We have all
the OLD TIME songs

as

well as the very latest.

FRED D. JONES.

|

NORTON,

Station,

Belfast,

Maine
-M

-1

New

The

Belfast

Fatr.

Company F,

Third Maine

Regi-,

FOR SALE

ment.
The new management wants to impress
upon the public that this year they are

going to have

some

fair, Sept. 10th and

11th.
A
the

new

road has been constructed from
gate around the track and

main

through the midway and these roads will
be gravelled so that automobiles will not
have any such experiences as they have
Gravel sidewalks
had in years past.
have been laid out on both sides of the

midway’s

new

street.

Ladies’ Department with liberal
premiums is under the direction of Mrs.
J. G. Paul and Mrs. Lily S. Jones. Write
The

the Southern Maine Shore
some very good classes

Circuit and offers
for the

races.

First

Day’s

Race.

2.30—Pace and trot, purse $125.
2.30—Pace and trot, purse $125.
Farmers’ race, trot and pace < Waldo

County horses without records), $25.
Second Day’s Races.
2.25—Pace and trot, purse $125.
2.16—Pace and trot, purse $125.
2.35—Pace and trot, purse $100.
Trotters are allowed three second’s advantage over pacers. Some of the best
racing ever seen on the grounds may be

expected. Write H. C. Buzzell, secretary, for further particulars about races.
F. N. Vining of St. Albans has already
been engaged to do the starting.
The Belfast Band will be present both
days and render both instrumental and
vocal selections. Charles Hammons, solist, says he has some new ones that are
the best yet.

The estate of Ephraim Bragdon, located in South Freedom, consisting of about
two
hundred acres or land, one hundred
Capt. Orrin J. Dickey has received in- j
structions from Adjutant General George apple trees, maple orchard of about 250
trees, about 40 acres in tillage, remainder
McL. Presson that an election be held at1 in
pasture, wood and lumber. Two and
the armory in Belfast tomorrow, Friday, : one-half story house, barn 40x55; modern
evening to fill the vacancy of first lieu- j stock barn 36x40; water in house and
barn. Must be sold cheap to close the
tenant caused by the removal of Ansel j
estate. Farming tools will be sold with
M. Lothrop in the Federal draft. Second ! farm
G. W. BRAGDON,
Lieutenant Ross I. Hammons has been
2w33x
Thorndike, Maine.
acting in that capacity and is a candidate

!

—

LOST-

for the position. Sergt. Melvin O. Dickey,
of the best men in the Company, is a
candidate for second lieutenant. In the
one

Somewhere on the streets between
Main street and Citypoint, a bar pin set
with three fire agates.
The finder will
please return the same to
MRS. E. E. WEST,
No. 135 Main Street, Belfast.

event of his election Capt. Dickey will
appoint his successor. Walter J. Clifford
of the Company is also a candidate.
During the past week honorable discharges have been granted to Privates
James E. Braley, Ralph A. Bramhali,
True H. Elms, Lloyd I). McKeen, Folwell Moody, Leroy H. Richards. Rvron
Firemen, attendants, and farm attendM. Salter and Lieut. Ansel M. Lothrop ants at Maine School for Feeble-Minded.
who have been inducted into the Mili- Good pay. Permanent positions. Give
age, weight, and experience in first letter.
tary service of the United States by the Address
DR. CARL J. HEDIN,
Selective Draft Law.
4w32
West Pownal, Maine.
honoran
Under date of August ath,
able discharge has been granted to Pri-

WANTED

Pigs for Sale

vate Charles B. Merithew of this Company, who enlisted in Fort Williams in
May last as a member of the 3rd Company, Coast Artillery.
Unless orders are received otherwise

4 to 8 Weeks Old.
J. AUSTIN

the officers of this company are expecting to go into training in Augusta next
Saturday for a period of ten days or two

Barber Shop Outfit

Just what plans the government has for the Company is not known

weeks.

here yet.
Harold F.

McKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.

33tf

COMPLETE FOR SALE,
who has been at the |
including large mirrors, chairs, standard
cash register and full equipment, at the
right price. App y to
DICKEY & KNOWLTON,
secured a discharge to enlist in other
2w33
Belfast, Maine.
called
Satwas
service, has enlisted and

Smith,

Windsor Hotel fora long time and was a
member of this company but recently

urday in the Naval Reserves.
A meeting of the Officers of the Third |
Battalion has been called in Bangor for

WANTED

J

this, Thursday, evening when a number I TWO OR THREE unfurnished rooms
AN APPEAL FROM COL. ROOSEVELT. of important matters will be considered. I on first floor. Apply to
MRS. LIZZIE M. WATERMAN,
Regular drills are being held by the
Waldo County Hospital.
lw33
NEW YORK, Aug. 10. Col. Theodore
on each Wednesday and Friday
company
from
a
return
on
today
his
Roosevelt
vacation at Dark Harbor, Me., called on evenings and they will be continued in- |
the American people to send newspapers definitely.
His appeal
to the soldiers in France.

j

NOTICE,

have been cases reported for the past
three months, but not so many as at the

as it was to work six
He says he never asks for
food or shelter and always manages to
He claims to
earn more than he spends.

of feed

to appropriation foi
Adjourned.

same

Robert W.
Rollins is still in quarantine at the Carleton home on Congress street.
There

country where he was employed for some
time as building contractor in Los Angeles. His health failed and he began to
reason that it was as easy to work one

B. O.
Ford Sales and Service

member of

of Mrs. Katherine Hills.

England,

!

any

on

which had just been untotally destroyed. A large day and rest six

i-l.UOO,
nas

stamp,

to,

bonds.

Cedar street, and Miss Frances Chase at
her home on Church street, under the
care

We have recently been appointed agents for the Fordson Tractor. A carload shipment
has been received and can be seen at our salesroom.
At the present, conforming with the
wishes of Henry Ford & Son, these tractors will be sold without profit.
A shipment of Oliver 2 Gang Plows and Roderick Lean Harrows for use in connection
with the above has been received and may be seen at our garage.
We are agents for the INDIANA Trucks which we believe to be the best type of heavy
duty trucks on the market at the present time. Let us give you a demonstration.

to these ladies for catalog and particulars.
The Poultry Department with Edwin
the
annually, by agreement of the holder and | Colcord, Supt., is bound to be one of
And the City Treasurer ! best exhibits in the State. Mr. Colcord
the debtor
will furnish catalogs and other informamay authorize and empower the First
National Bank of Boston to affix the tion.
The New Belfast Fair this year is a
or all of said
and

Dr. Carl H. Stevens of Belfast has also
the result of a letter he received
from a woman in France who has two been called to Augusta Aug. 17th to drill
sons in the militaiy service.
! with the officers.
Privates Charles MaWriting of the American Red Cross
of Northport and Percy Smart of
honey
the
wards
“where
at
Neuilly,
hospital
Belfast will also go on that date for
are already full and the halls are lined
with men on stretchers waiting to have guard duty.
their wounds dressed,” she added: “The
men are splendid and not complaining.
EAST BELFAST.
They are pathetically eager for home
news and there is nothing they wish for
more than home papers. I wish you would
Ralph Flanders returned Saturday from
suggest that more papers be sent them.
They do not want old papers that have Searsmont, where he has been working.
been read and thrown away, but daily
Alden Robbins of Lynn, Mass., was a
papers regularly mailed to them.”
“I very earnestly make an appeal not week-end guest of his brother, Fred Robonly for New York and Boston papers, bins.
but that all American papers be sent to
Roy Black returned to Boston last
the boys,” said Col Roosevelt in giving
“I hope the papers may week, after a short vacation with relaout the letter.
feel inclined to do a part themselves. Of tives here.
course they should not be expected to
Mrs. H. C. Burgess of Thorndike was
bear all the expense, and outsiders should
provide funds to send papers regularly to the guest of J. W. Burgess and family
the hospitals where the boys from their last Thursday.
districts are likely to go. This informaMrs. Nellie Goodwin of Arlington
tion can be procured from the Red Cross
I wish it could Mass., came Monday for a visit with her
or the war department.
be done generally.”
sisters at the Burgess cottage.
was

present time. Wednesday Dr. O. S. Vickery of the Board of Health reported Mrs.
Henry M. Staples, her little daughter
iarsport.
and Miss Agnes Gray as the latest cases
ringiield, Mo., Republican of quarantined.
: ! gives
the following account
Roger Payne, the “Hobo Philosopher,”
b> lire to William H. Williams
who is on a 20,000 mile hike from San
a former resident of Belfast,
Calif., arrived in Belfast
inown here, where he married Francisco,
Percy Murphy of Waldo met with an
rgia S. Pratt: “Fire at 7 o’clock Tuesday on his way to Bar Harbor. From
last Friday while hauling a load
accident
first
will
return
he
South, going
Mg destroyed the barn and feed there
through the White Mountains and the of barrels to the Coe-Mortimer plant
rear of the W. H. Williams
He is very interesting near the lower bridge. He was going
G.-d and Fuel company’s office Adirondacks.
B. A. and L. L. B. down the steep hill on Pierce street when
"
Mouse at 443 West Commercial and claims to have
he received a fractured
‘V H. Williams, owner of the degrees from Cambridge, England. He his load upset and
but came to this arm. Mr. Murphy has reported to City
is a native of
said that the loss was between
e tho usand dollars, withprob-

of said bonds until

October 13, 1897.

day at the order of the City Government.
Wood and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merri!■„ Roderick is anxious to have It was originally built and kept in repair
Lillie Starr of East Hampton,
am.Miss
for many years by the Belfast Improveit students in the radio-buzzer
is a guest of Mrs. O. A. Wade.
In later years the City Conn.,
instruction. Anyone interested ment Society.
of South Boston came last
Government assumed this responsibility. John Shea
uer with him.
to spend a two weeks’ vacation
Saturday
rviee Star, Daughters of Veter- Since so many of the Band members
with Mr, and Mrs. Henry Wentworth.
meet tiiis, Thursday, afternoon have been called to the colors, the public
and Mrs. W. R. Jackson and friends
Mr.
Mary Carter Congress street. concerts have been given up and the
of
Sanford
spent last week with Mr.
stand has become useless.
nr Red Cross knitting.
Jackson’s mother, Mrs. Lucy Jackson.
C Pattee and mother, Mrs. A.
SCARLET FEVER. Mayor C. W. Wes- They returned home last Sunday. Tneir
of Searsport have taken the cott and children, who are quarantined
[-.
daughter, who has been visiting here, relat in the Carleton house on with scarlet fever, are gaining and able
turned with them.
street and will move in early to be up about the house. Street Com.nth.
missioner George Weymouth is in quar.ist

payment

August 15, 1920, with interest at the rate
of five per cent per annum, payable semiannually on the fifteenth day of February
and fifteenth day of August of each year,
and that the sinking fund established and
for the payment of
now held by the city
said bonds at maturity, shall remain
pledged and stand for the prompt payment of said bonds at the expiration of
said extension of time of payment, in
the same manner as now pledged and
held by vote of the City Council, passed

Ordered: That the City Treasurer be
thy Forbes of Milton, Mass., who also did
authorized and instructed to prepare and
so much for the pleasure of Waldo Counannex to each of the bonds of the city,
of time. The service will pertain to the ty residents in arranging for the Roose(mounting in the aggregate to four hunwar, the subject being “Echoes from the velt address.
dred and seventy-seven thousand dollars,
Field.”
There will be special music.
George H. Robertson, accompanied by which come due August 15, 1918, on
Dean, the elder son of Mrs. Warren W. 1 William T. Norris, Winfield Marriner, which time of payment is to be extended
Knowlton, who enlisted some time ago in Melvin E. Wood, Maurice E. Cobb, Al- to August 15, 1920, four semi-annual inthe Navy, and has been at home the past bert Morey, Joseph and Ralph Perkins,
terest coupons, at the rate of five per
George Fletcher and Thomas Craig of his cent
season acting as chauffeur for Charles
per annum, bearing a facsimile of
Bradbury, received orders Saturday to Sunday school class, will leave today, his signature, payable on -he fifteenth
report at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, New Thursday, at 4 a. m., for a hike to Mount
day of February and fifteenth day of AuYork, and left by train Monday morning. Katahdin. They will go to Bangor by gust in 1919 and 1920, or to register said
the train for Millinockett,
Interested Belfast parties have received auto and take
bonds as the holder may elect, and in
to the
the announcement of the marriage of where they will strike the trail
either case to plainly and conspicuously
Katahdin and plan to
Miss Natalie Maude Pottle, formerly of west side of Mount
stamp upon each bond the following:
on the summit,
three
days
spend
“Time of payment of this bond is exBelfast, and Seymour Gray of Fall River, i
Mass., which will take place at 12 m., I Capt. and Mrs. Vernon Stiles and little tended to August 15, 1920, with interest
vaat five per cent per annum payable semiFriday, August 16th, at the home of her ; daughter Dorothy are extending their
R. I.

McKeen has pigs for sale, 4
old.
Knowlton offer a complete
outfit for sale.
mu

apply.

during the

01

seventy-seven thousand dollars, to extend

The George G. Wells house on Church
Danforth was operated
street has been sold to Elmer B. Decrow,
on for appendicitis at the Tapley Hospiwho is now moving in from his farm on
tal Aug. 12th.
Searsport avenue.
He will close his
The French bowling team at Ward’s house there for the
winter, but will conalley with Keen, French, Jellison, Nor- tinue to conduct the farm, going over

ton and Hatch in the line-up are anxious
for games with any fast team that may

N

I

of the city which become due August 15,
1918, amounting to four hundred and

Miss Orra M.

Belfast.

ot

adjourned meeting of the Cit]
held Monday evening

hereby are, authorized to make an arrangement with the holders of the bonds

who have sent many beautiful flowers.

r|u> Vtvvs

The

i Government was

Percy Poor of Providence, R. I., for- I
Aldermen Simmona
Aug. 12tb, with
merly of Belfast, arrived Tuesday with
Hatch and Thompson; Council
!
Clements,
his bride, formerly Miss Katherine Sulli!
Durham, Thompson, Hall
van of Providence
and are at Camp men Howes,
Quantabacook. They were accompanied ! Sylvester, Payson, Perry, and Staplei
by the bride’s sister, Miss Sullivan.
j present.
Mrs. Edwin Bailey, who was badly inIn the absence of Mayor Clement W
jured in her husband’s miil in North
| Wescott Alderman Hatch was electee
Searsport last week, was taken to the
The following ordEastern Maine General Hospital in Ban- Chairman pro tem.
concurrence:
Thai
gor Monday morning by Frank A. Nye.
ers were passed in
Mrs Rose Davis is gaining rapidly at the Mayor and City Treasurer be, ant

STRAIGHT SIDES
i

City Government.

The

|

THE EUREKA JAR

|

Edmund Wilson, tax collector, gives
notice that cash discounts on taxes ends
Saturday, August ,31st, at 5 o’clock. |
Come this week and avoid the rush.

WEDDING BELLS.

FERNALD-RAMSDELL. Austin Joseph
Fernald and Miss Hazel Estelle Ramsdell
were married at the Unitarian parsonage,
Friday evening, August 9th, at 8.30
o’clock. They were unattended and Rev.
E. Wilson officiated, using the
Marshal M. K. Knowlton that he had Arthur
I
service. The bride was charmring
single
was
stolen
June
which
found his Ford car,
1
of light tan taffeta
18th. Mr. Knowlton says that he has ing in a stylish gown
with blending shades, with
given much thought and time to tracing embroidered
Her travelling suit was a
this theft and now has only suspicion to hat to match.
and white cloth with
work on. The party guilty in the case fine check black
a
becoming gray bat.
met with an accident only a very short which she wore
for
distance from the owners home, when he They left on the early morning train
THE BROWN REUNION.
It required a short visit with the bride’s mother,
ran it over an embankment.
bride
the strength of four men to remove it to Mrs. Minnie Ramsdell of Mila The
Sunday, Aug. 3rd, the descendants of
the street from its hiding place in the graduated from the commercial depart- Leander Brown, and friends, met at the
in
June
school
old home at North Hope where Ulie Pease
small trees and underbrush. It was not ment of the Milo High
Picnic dinner was served on
injured and its owner started it with only j 1911 and since January 1912 has been the now lives.
the lawn. After dinner recitations, singand
!
stenograefficient
bookkeeper
had
Knowlton
Mr.
a
very
little difficulty.
ing and violin music were enjoyed.
searched in and out of the State on ac- l pher in the office at Mathews Bros.’ Mill.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
count of the fact that a party hailing The groom is the son of Mrs. John S. Hastings, Mrs. Lizzie Black, Mr. and
1
Marian,
from Michigan left the day the car dis- Fernald and graduated from the Belfast Mrs. L. E. Sprowl, Bessie, Ada,
Ernest, Louise and Leander Sprowl, Mr.
appeared. Mr. Knowlton is still working High school in 1902. He soon after en- and Mrs. Ernest Bond of Jefferson, Mr.
tered the employ of the M. C. R. R. on and Mrs. Ernest O. Brown, Gladys, Muron the case from a local standpoint.
the Belfast-Burnham branch and soon iel, Lloyd, Myra and Norman Brown, Mr.
CelebraThe Battery Birthday
Taylor and son Ken] worked himself up to conductor and is a and Mrs. George
tion.
One of the most interesting of
Mildred and Rovene Trask,
favorite with the travelling pub- neth, Anita,
general
!
Winfield Marriner, William Norris, Fletchthe many annual events at the Battery
lic. They will make their home at their er Whitcomb, Ernest Townsend, Mr. and
is the birthday celebration given in
new residence at the corner of Congress Mrs. Leonard Luce and Harold Thompson,
honor of Hon. John R. Dunton. It took
All of the family were present except
Both have many
and Pearl streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl and two
place last Saturday and Mr. Dunton was
! friends who extend congratulations andI
children.
obliged to share honors with eight others
best wishes.
who were born in August, including Mrs.
MARY A. BARTER.
Hugh D. McLellan of Lexington, Mass.,
WALKER-COUSENS. Charles F. WalA.
Barter died at her home in
Mary
formerly Miss Nina Poor of Belfast. A ker and Miss Nellie Maude Cousens, both
picnic supper was enjoyed on the Howard of Belfast, were married at the Metho- Northport, August 12th, aged 19 years, 5
was born in
shore, when all went merry. Later John dist parsonage Saturday evening, Aug. months and 5 days. She
R., the champion bonfire builder, added 9th, at 8 o’clock. Rev. Charles W. Mar- South Boston, the daughter of John J.
another feather to his plume of pride and tin officiated with the single ring service. and Nora (Fox) Barter, and had made her
all adjourned to the Dunton shore to en- They were accompanied by Clarence home in Northport for the past seven
The remains were shipped
joy the fire and incidentally the original Roberts and Miss Gertrude May Gray, a months.
and varied program that always accom- sister of the groom. The bride wore a Tuesday morning to South Boston, where
the funeral will be held and the interpanies it. Mr. Dunton gave an oration pretty white embroidered voile dress ment made.
on “Birthdays;” Mr.
Will R. Howard with white hat and her attendant a gown
FANNIE MAY BRIDGES.
spoke on “Here and There;” Hon. Hugh of light tan voile and black hat. The
D. McLellan responded with a fund of groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred G.
with
lived
his
Fannie May, wife of Everett Bridges,
grandparbright stories, but was encored until he Gray, but has
was obliged to repeat the Battery’s speents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Walker died at her home in East Belfast last Satand'has taken their name. His bride is urday at the age of 27 years. She is surcial favorite—John B. Moran’s speech.
Bert L. Davis gave a history of the Bat- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cous- vived by her husband and three small
tery men’s recent trip to Ialesboro for ens of New Hampshire and has lived in children. They are natives of Sedgwick
clams and told things never before men- Hallowell, where she attended school. and have lived here only a few years,
will make their home with thes The remains were taken to that place
tioned. Then came the community sing
Monday for burial.
which closed a happy evening.
groom’s grandmother in North Belfast.

|

ITbey

FRED A. SEWARD,
Contractor, Builder and Jobber,
APPLY AT

NO. 6 UNION STREET.

2w33*

For Sale
j
|

1 Kennebec 2 cylinder 20 horse-power
Gasoline Engine.
1 Kennebec 2 cylinder 16 horse-power
Gasoline Engine. Has been used live
months, suitable for stationary or marine
use.

FEJEPSCOT PAPER COMPANY,
Belfast, Maine.

4w33*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to expressour heartfelt thanks
to the community and all for the heroic
work done in trying to save our home,
which was destroyed by fire August 3rd.
MR. and MRS. AUSTIN KNIGHT,
Center Lincolnville, Maine.

Mrs. Annie L. McKeen and Miss Mona

FOR RENT

Burgess returned Monday, after spending
the week-end with relatives in Thorndike.

House at 69 Union Street, with eight
Clifford and rooms and bath, furnace and electric
Inquire at
daughter Evelyn came Saturday from lights.
33 HIGH STREET.
lw33*
with
her
visit
for
a
brother,
Portland
Charles Woods.
Mrs. Herbert

Foss,

son

Herbert Clark went to Bangor Thursday, where he is undergoing treatment
and an observation at the Eastern Maine
General Hospital.
Miss Geneva Coombs was a guest ai
the Burgess cottage Saturday night,
going Sunday to Stockton where she was
the guest of friends.
Ora Dunbar returned Saturday from
Syracuse, N. Y., where he was recently
sent with several other Waldo county
boys to do guard duty.

Friends in this section will be pleased
to learn that Mrs. George Hibbard and
children and Mrs. T. L. Shute of Waterville are in town, visiting with Alfred
Shute on Waldo avenue.

TAXES
Your cash discount ends Sat
at 5 o’clock.
Do not wait until the last day
unless you are a patient waiter.
Come this week and avoid the

urday, Aug. 31st,

rush.
EDMUND WILSON,
Collector.

Room to Let
Corner room, bath and heat.
Private family. P. O. Box 137.
1 w33

Situation Wanted
As housekeeper in a small family.
V. ELLS, Searsport, Maine,
R. F. D. No. 2,
Care Albert Nickerson.
38
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors,
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.
In the matter of George E. »
y
J
Kankruptcy,
1
Benson, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of George E. Benson of Belfast, in the County of Waldo and District
aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 7th day of
August, A. D. 1918, the said George E. Benson

duly adjudicated a Bankrupt and that
First Meeting of his Creditors will be
held at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings
Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine.on the 6th day
of September. A. D. 1918, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, at which time and place the said
Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
was

the

come

before said meeting.
JOHN R. MASON,

Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, August 12, 1918.

■

The Waldo

Now that we are involved in this
world’s greatest war, let us each do our
nation. We
bit, and smile in honor of our
did not realize the hardships, and wickedbeloved boys
ness of this war, until our

County Veterans.
Associa-

The Waldo County Veterans’
at the
tion held their August meeting
at
Ellingwood’s
hall
Knights of Pythias
August 1st. It was

Corner, Winterport,
of those days made for the boys,
Some thirneither too cold nor too hot.
in the morni' g.
early
arrived
them
of
ty
forenoon
Pres. J. G. Trask called the
meeting to order with singing Amer.ca.
on time
The chair appointed a committee
and place of next meeting: Comrades
who
Whitcomb, Crockett and Moore,
September
time,
reported
subsequently
1 hp re5th, and place, North Belfast.
dinner call
port was accepted. As the
for the
sounded, the boys fell into line
awaiteddining room where a fine dinner
and the
them. Later, cigars were passed
followed.
smoke talk
The afternoon meeting was opened
with singing the Star Spangled Banner,
followed byiprayer,by Chaplain Kingsbury.
The address of welcome by Lewis LittleCook.
field was responded to by Isaac

“Tripl-Seal** Sign
buying Ice Cream. It’s
guide to the stores where

when
a

soon may

(Brick

or

sold and served.

is

Made in
choicest
ods and

a

model ice

cream

plant—of

materials—by hygienic methmeans—

ORDER OF DEPORTATION
FOR TSI LINN IS ISSUED.
Tsi Linn, the Chinese student, pardonlast week
ed by the governor and council
from the
be
deported
he
that
condition
on
ordered decountry, never to return was
Tuesday at Portland by U. S.

ported

served
Com’r Arthur Chapman. He had
for a
seven years of a 15-year sentence
woman
murderous assault upon a young

kins;
ComRogers and Noah Wilson; remarks,
rades S. L. Crockett, Lincoln Blaisdell,
W.
Walter Littlefield, Croxford, Spencer,

at Orono.
Belfast

DEALER prizes your
why he pays more for
order to give
JERSEY CREAM—in
you the best to be had.

“Look for the Tripl-Seal”

,

READ & HILLS,

Mr. and Mrs. Scamman are living
fast. It is only with the understanding
Mrs.
that Linn be deported that Mr. and
tor
Scamman would agree to the pardon,
the latter is still very nervous from the
oi the shooting and
and

A. Stinson.

Mr. President, veterans of ’61 and
to
friends: It gives me great pleasure
of
address you this afternoon in behalf
of Ellingwood’s Corner, to that
the

shock

for which you are gathered here.
Friends you are gathered here to hear
honored veterans relate their heroic tales,
then while you listen turn your thoughts
back to the days of Abraham Lincoln,
when that prosperous little country with
its population of thirty million was separated, the South from the North, and
President Lincoln in accordance with the
laws of the constitution took up arms to
restore the seceded States to the Union.
After four years of hard fighting, the
seceded States were restored and the
slaves were freed.

DRUGGISTS

uiese

vcicians wuu an, Bann-

were engaged in that victorious
struggle for Freedom and Liberty, they
offered their lives in the words of Lincoln,
that that government of the people, by
the people and for the people should not
perish from the earth.

ed -here,

UNION SANITARIUM DESTROYED.
Jones' Sanitarium at Union

nenas,

was

struck

by lightning at 4 o'clock August 5th, and
the set of buildings was completely destroyed. One of the patients, George
Lang, perished in the flames. There were

What would our land have been if it
had not been for these veterans. Instead
of the nation we are today we would
have perhaps been a second Russia.
And you, veterans, have made our naA nation
tion the nation it is today.
are
upon which the eyes ol the world
turned, and that little country of the
year of 1861, w'ith its population of thirty
million has today a strong hundred million, and wealth to a greater increase,
and now a leading nation of the world is
our America.
We are now engaged in another struggle
for Liberty. A war for Democracy, Liberty and Freedom upon the high seas,
not with hopes of gaining territory or as
a
blood-thirsty nation as our eneny, but
as a peace loving nation we entered this

Gove innient Gives Farmers a Timely
Shipping Facilities Gncerfain.
Unless the farmers of the country

|

Going

to

1

home the signa.
The Kind You Have Always Bought has
made under big
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been
Allow no oiiq
30
over
for
years.
personal supervision
Imitations
and
Counterfeits,
in
this.
to deceive you
*
«Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger tb<»
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

Stocks Will Be Short Until Beginning of New
Year—Ration May Be Enlarged Then.
In Europe the present raTwo pounds of sugar a month—half reduction.
tion is already reduced to a minimum.
pound a week—that is the sugar raOur Situation.
tion the U. S. Food Administration
The situation which the United
has asked every American to observe States faces in its efforts to maintain
until January 1, 1919, in order to make a fair distribution of sugar to the A1
lied world is as follows:
sure there shall be enough for our

a

|
In Use For Over 30 Years.

We must
bakeries are at a low ehb.
make increased sugar shipments to the
Allies.
Production of American beet and
Louisiana cane crops have been disap

and for tlie civilians of those nations.
New Year’s the world sugar sit-

By

uation will be relieved somewhat by
Cuban sugar 6f this
the new
crop.

Associate

crops have been curtailed.
Immense sugar stocks in Java cannot be reached on account of the shipping shortage; 6hips are needed for
troop movements and munitions.
Army and Navy sugar requirements
have increased as well as those from

Every available sugar
drawn

on

will be

source

by the Food Administration

during the

winter months to main-

next

tain sufficient stocks here to keep ur

During Oc-

national sugar supply.

our

tober

the

middle of November

some

of

our

Lou

isiana cane crop will be available. All
of this sugar and more may be needec

keep this nation supplied on a reduced ration and to safeguard the A1
to

lied

ration

sugar

from

still

■

the Allies.
Most industries using sugar have had
their allotment reduced by one-half;
some will receive no sugar.
Households should make every effort to preserve the fruit crop without
sugar, or with small amounts of sugar.
Later, when the sugar supply is larger, the canned fruit may be sweetened

sugai

By tht

markets.

the

arrive in

will

beet

American

first

furthei

as

Gen.

Sworn.

Wilson

state of mai

>S
The newly appointed associate justice COUNTY OF WALDO.
SUPREME JUDL lAi,
of the Maine supreme court—Scott Wil- !
To the Honorable Justice of thson of Portland—appeared at the Execu- \
dieiu! Court, ext to be heln ;m
the County of W
in und f
tive department in the afternoon. The |
the
at
'I'ue^day of January next;
nomination had been confirmed
L
Respectfully repr* sents
morning session of the Council, but the
The members whose m tiden name was L.
Council had adjourned
id County of V'
were quickly assembled, however, and in Sandypoint,
Samuel Blagdon; that she was
their presence Governor Milliken, at 2 to the said Samuel
Rlagd.ir,
o’clock and 9 minutes administered the Maine, on the twenty sixth <j
oath of office. Justice Wilson was warm- I) 19 5. by VV. A Remiek. a
ly congratulated by the Governor, Coun- Pear ; that the\ lived toget i-r
cilors and others prese t. Justice and wite at Bucksport in the Com
Mrs. Wilson came by automobile from from the time of said marriaio
of March. A D 1916; thaNew Vineyard, where they were stop- day
Pas al.vays conducted herseli
ping and Mrs. Wilson was a spectator at band as a faithful, true and at:
her husband’s assumption of office. They that on ‘-•aid tenth day of Mai
left about 4 o’cock for New' Vineyard.
the said Samuel Pdagdon dem-rb

pointing.
year's crop will be arriving in this
Porto Rico
country.

Scott

Justice

Knight

wi:hout j-jst cause, and since
f .i'ed to contribute to her sup;
whatever, and has also f il
to the support of their n.in«»r c
Blagdon, aged two years; th
married lif^ the said r-amuel Ibag
of cruel at.d abusive treatm
cruelty towards your -li elai
peatedly struck amt abused >->u
he was guilty of gross and connintox cstion from the use
1 qu rs, and that while so u
abusive and cruel to your libelapeatedly struck y<>ur libelant w
leaving marks on her body; thf
mmt c< ntinued tor a f eriotl
up to the time ot their separab
being of sufficieni ability, <r
labor and provide for her, grand cruelly refuses and nego
suitable maintenance for her
alleges that there is no collu-1
your libelant and libelee b
divorce; that his residence is t
unknown, at d that she has ox- rable diligence for the purpose
his said residence, hut has beet,
certain the same by use ot
gence on her part.
Wherefore she rays that a div
granted b> her for the caus.
abusive treatment and extri.-r
for gross and confirmed habi
and that being of sufficient >*
able to labor arid provide for
wantonly anti cruelly refuses a:provide suitable maintenance f
minor child, and that the cu~
minor child he granted to her.
MRS LULU

Reunion.

ner

The sixth annual reunion of th^ Knight
family w’ill be held at the home of Mrs.
Josephine Knight and daughter Aug.
Hot
All are cordially invited.
28th.
coffee will be served, each one furnishing
Susie Knight
their own lunch.—Mrs.
Bobbins, Sec’y.

it is used.

French SugarlMs Deslrgved

Tip.

Norton Reunion.
The annual reunion of the Norton fam-

are

ily will be held at the home of Fred
Norton, Palermo, Saturday, August 17th.
All relatives and friends of the family
Picnic
are cordially invited to attend.
Eva Norton Ripley, Sec.
dinner.
S. Montville, August 12.

forehanded in ordering needed supplies
of lime, says the United States Department of Agriculture, they may be unable
to get it when they want it.
The companies supplying agricultural
lime recognize two periods of demand for
lime—eariy spring and late summer.
Ordinarily farmers, to conserve labor and
to make the hauling and application of
the lime all one operation, order their
supply at the time they wish to apply it.
In ordinary years the lime manufacturers can adjust their business to this
practice. Now, however, with transportation difficulties, shortage of labor in
their own plants, and difficulties in obtaining fuel for lime burning, U16 companies cannot make last minute deliveries.
Furthermore, the needs of increased

Service for

Improved

Long

Distance

traffic.
Two new heavy copper wire telephone
circuits have recently been put into service by the New England Tel. & Tel. Co.
between Portland and New York direct,
This is resulting in far better service for
! long distance traffic from Bangor and
Eastern Maine points, which have heretofore depended on a routing from Portland
and Worcester to New’ York where there
has been a large amount of traffic. The
direct Portland-New York circuits are of
troops destroyed French sugar mills. strictly modern construction and used
This
Thanks to the French rationing sys- exclusively for Maine business.
much quicker and
new service gives a
tem the annual consumption has been j
more satisfactory connection to and from
cut to 000.000 tons, according to re- New York and points west.
ports reaching the United States Food

j

1

fcTATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT, S
Then personally appeared th

j

France

Import

must

sugar

today,

of it from this side of the ocean,

most

because the largest portion of French
sugar beet land is in German hands.
As

a

result,

the French people have
a sugar ration of about

pounds a year for domestic use;
and had
pound and a haif a month. This 750,000 tons of sugar
left
over for export.
the
German
how
hows
photograph

18
a

Lulu

Blagdon,

and made oath

t-

by her signed, and also that shi
able t*i ascertain the residentand that she has exercised due
the purpose of ascertaining hiuh-cribed and sworn to
thirtieth day of July, A. D 191

SIMON

Justice

Administration. Before the war France
had an average sugar crop of about

been placed on

KATES

some

The following clubbing offers

subscriptions

to

are

1 he Journal paid

ST A TE

The Journal and barm

anu

year

S2.00

Home,

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

2.25

The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

2.35

The publications included in

our

clubbing offer may be sent

dif-

to

ferent addresses.
Send in your subscription

[l s.J

only toi

one

OF MAIN I

WALDO, SS.

in advance:

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Or.,

Supreme Ji dici
In Vacation,

Belfast'. August
Upon the annexed libel, it is
the undersigned, a Justice of t- o
n )iice be given to the libelee by ;
attested copy of the same <>r
thereof, together with this
.three weeks successively in i
Journal, a newspaper printed iCounty of Waldo, the ‘ast pui
thirty days at. least before tluCourt, to be holden at Belfast. *
said County, on the first Tuee
next, that he may then and D
said Court and answer thereto
WARREN C. PH.
Justice Supreme Jo-:
A true copy of the libel and
thereon. Attest:
CEO. I KEA I
3w32

Belfast, Maine.

ATTACKED

Feast,

Always Bought

The Kind You Have

Sugar supplies throughout tne counArmy and Navy, for the Allied armies try, in homes, stores, factories and

ORDER FALL LIME NOW.
\

a

QUIT WHITE HOUSE JOBS TO FIGHT

tered.—Courier-Gazette,
Dr. Herbert Plummer, well known in
Belfast and vicinity, is connected with
the Sanitarium as resident physician, etc.

As1 if

Month if the Present
Meagre Allied Sugar Ration
Is Maintained.

Per Person

behalf.

17 patients in the institution at the time,
and all the others escaped uninjured.
The lightning bolt struck between the
stable and ell, and with no means of extinguishing it the fire spread very rapidly.
There was much excitement until it was
learned that the patients had made a safe
exit.
war.
Mr. Lang, who was suffering from epiGermany after failing to throw Japan,
leptic dementia, was rescued with the and the weak Mexican government at
and
dazed
became
but
evidently
others,
war against us, made her second plan sucmade his way back into the kitchen,
while we were following the
where the charred body was discovered cessful,
strict laws of neutrality. Germany inwhen the smoke had cleared away and
our commerce with iier destructhe flames had died down. It was, until terrupted
crop production have increased the detive submarine, not only this, but she I
mand for lime products and this also has
that time, supposed that he had wandered
sent the lives of a neutral country to the
40
was
deceased
woods.
The
into the
added to the difficulties of supply.
unbearThis
sea.
of
the
being
bottom
For all of these reasons the department
years of age, and was residing in West
able to our government, we were forced
Somerville, Mass., at the tinie illness at war
urges that the fall lime be ordered as soon
her.
against
as possible, and that the spring needs be
compelled him to give up his work as
We entered war against a nation that anticipated also.
Mr.
He was unmarried.
electrician.
least
for
at
years
fifty
been
preparing
In the Northern States this is particuLang had been at the Sanitarium between has
and has always practised military train- larly important, so that the necessary
two and fhree years.
were
we
in
ways
many
notiIndeed,
was
ing.
Crockett
Medical Examiner
movement of coal shall be interferred
no way prepared
Dealers
with just as little as possible.
ced, but upon learning the facts decided handicapped, we were in
Our
that no investigation was necessary, and to raise an army of five million men.
and manufacturers should have advance
and
the remains were taken in charge by the shipping tonnage was very small
information as to farmers’ needs so that
most of all our country was flooded with
local undertaker.
orders can be combined and car space
enemies.
used to best advantage. Delays in orderNeighbors assisted in saving some of spies and alien
But in numerous ways we were pre- ing may result in failure to obtain supThree
the furniture and farm stock.
men
of
had
millions
We
young
cow
one
pared.
horses perished, together with
plies until too late.
ready at their country’s call, we had an
and several calves.
The patients are temporarily at the abundant supply of food, money by the
For the first time in the history of
home of Warren Leighr. The Sanitarium billions, and Back of all of this we have
Bucksport, the Grand Banks fishing fleet
a splendid Yankee spirit.
was established about 10 years ago, and
We must admit that Germany was of that town has been tied up much of
Emma Jones. Her
was owned by Mrs.
the season because of the lack of crews.
loss is estimated at $15,000, the buildings ! winning this war until America took up
In previous years there has been no
being in excellent condition and finely j arms with the Allies. Great is my fear,
that trouble in getting Province men, natives
furnished. It is reported that there is that if it had not been for America
of Lafayette and Portuguese fishermen, but hardly
15000 insurance.
| the motherland and the home
the rule of au- enough to mail one or two vessels could
Arrangements have been made for con- would have fallen under
i be secured this year.
Sanitocracy.
of
the
work
the
excellent
tinuing
tarium at the Burton Hpuse, Union, where
the patients are now comfortably Quar-

AMERICANS

Must Use No More Than Two Pounds

fright

fears Linn still. The pardon was granted by the governor and council on that
back to
condition, that Linn be sent
China and never allowed to enter the
Mrs. Scamman
United States again.
still carries the bullets in her head, no
to
specialists up to this time being able
operate upon her. It is hoped, however,
after the war that scientists will have
had such experience with removing bullets that something may be done for her.
She suffers from most painful headaches
at times. It will be remembered that
Miss Shaw tutored the young man and
that he became infatuated with her and
receive
so incensed that she would not
his attentions, that he waylaid her and
His
shot her attempting to kill her.
trial was a sensational one, the young
own
his
man making an eloquent plea in

people

r

,,

people are interested in the
Tsi-aheng
pardoning of the Chinaman
Shaw of
Linn, for shooting Miss Christie
as
Orono, now Mrs. W. F. Scamman
in Bel-

H. Liard, Stinson and others. The. meetclosed by singing, God Be with tou

cause

THE JERSEY
trade. That’s

as

,,

Address of Welcome.

Bulk)

boys come
did these
owe all our naour

heroes of ’61 to whom we
tion is today.
that these
Now, may this world so turn
veterans may long be with us, although
but
with some their years may be few,
and
let our thoughts of them be long,
meetfollow the
may the best of success
and
ings of the Waldo County veterans,word
a
to you friends, we feel to give you
meetof thanks for your loyalty to our
and
ing and with handfuls of happiness
good luck and hearts full of patriotism,
and cordial
we bid you all a most hearty
LEWIS n. LITTLEFIELD.
welcome.

ing

Ice Cream

the time be when

marching home with victory

Remarks were made by Alice Palmer;
Permusic, Mrs. Benson; reading, Lettie
recitations, Rose Edmunds, Doris

’Till We Meet Again.

UMIT USE OF SUGAR

hardbegan to cross the seas. Whatever
ships and sorrows this war may bring
and courage and
you bear it with grit

one

Look For The

AMERICANS ASKED TO

Mangin

Probate

Notice of foreclosure

!

Tells Them.

S[ rings Company, a
existing by Ihw and located
of Waldo
at Stockton Springs, in the County
and State of Maine, by its mortgage deed,
and reiyi4,
of
October,
sixth
dated the
day
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 318,
f*
Uerriman
Page 247, conveyed to Ferdinand
said
certain real estate situate in Prospect, in
County of Waldo, described as follows:
in
situate
land
of
A certain lot or parcel
and deProspect, in the County of Waldo,
scribed as follows: Being the same premises
! that were conveyed by Albert Uerriman to the
his warranty
| said Ferdinand E. Uerriman by
deed, dated the fifteenth day of September,
of Deeds
Waldo
in
recorded
Registry
1881, and
in Book 196, Page 234.
situate
of
land
or
parcel
Also one other lot
and dein Prospect in the County of Waldo,
1
scribed as follows: Being the same premises
to Ben
that were conveyed by Jane Uerriman
quit-claim du«*d,
jam in F Uerriman by her of
January, to4i,
dated the twentv-sixth day
egistry of
and recorded in Waldo County
deeds
Deeds in Book 65, Page 237, to which
more
a
for
particureference is hereby made

Not

The Silver

WHEREAS,
corporation

Gen. Mangin, who was in direct command of the allied forces in the drive

against the German right flank south of
Soissons, has issued the following order,
thanking the American troops for their
brilliant participation in the battle which
caused the German retreat between the
Marne and the Aisne.
“Officers, non-commissioned officers
and soldiers of the third American army
UNLOAD*
HAWAII

corps:

“Shoulder to shoulder with your French
comrades you threw yourselves into the
counter-offensive begun on July 18th.
You ran to it like going to a feast. Your
magnificent dash upset and surprised the
enemy, and your mdomitable tenacity
stopped counter attacks by his fresh
divisions. You have shown yourselves
to be worthy sons of you great country
and have gained the admiration of your
brothers in arms.
“Ninety-one cannon, 7200 prisoners,
immense booty and 10 kilometres of reconquered territory are your share of the
trophies of this victory. Besides this,
you have acquired a feeling of your superiority over the barbarian enemy against
whom the children of liberty are fighting.
To attack him is to vanquish him.
“American comrades, I am grateful to
you for the blood you generously spilled
I am proud
on the soil of my country.
of having commanded you Jduring such
splendid days and to have fought with
you for deliverance of the world.**
Did Not Borrow to Buy Bonds.
The Federal Reserve Bulletin says that
one of the most encouraging and gratifying features of the Third Liberty Loan is
that apparently there has been little use
of bank accommodations for the purchase
of the bonds. It estimates that probably
more than 80 per cent of the bonds are
already fully paid for.
The financial statements of the various
Federal reserve banks indicate, according
to the Bulletin, that not much borrowing
from the hanks was done by the subscribers to the third loan.
They either paid
cash or bought on the installment plan.
This eases a great deal the burden of
the banks, upon whose shoulders rests
the financing of the business and industry of the country.

AT A

CAL [PON.
POUT

A MERICAN families would have less sugar than the
i\ people of war torn France, if we depended entirely
on our home-grown sugar stocks.
Approximately 75 per cent, of our sugar is shipped
to our shores. We produce about 1,000,000 tons of sugar
Our impoi’ts from abroad amount to over 3,000,a year.
000 tons a year in normal times.
The United States Food Administration asks each
family to limit its use of sugar to two pounds per month
The military situation deper person for household use.
mands that every available ship be placed at the disposal
of the Army or Navy. When we save sugar, we save

Charles Sweat (on the right), the only stenographer who has taken the
president’s dictation since Mr. Wilson was first elected, and Warren Johnson,
personal stenographer to Joseph P. Tumulty, the president's secretary, have
joined the army. Sweep who has a wife and a child, will go into the aviation
Both have
service, while Johnson will he assigned to some other branch.
been anxious for some time to get into uniforms.

shipping.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NO'I !
;
v
! scriber hereby gives notice tl
duly appointed administratrix
; AMBROSE B. HANSON.
in the County of Waldo, deceabonds as the law directs. All
demands against the- estat*
sai
are desired to present the
ment, and all indebted there!-

|
!
I

j

to make payment immediately
ized agent, Wesley A. Ne!s-

Boston, Mass

A D M l NI ST R A TO R’S N OTi
senber hereby gives notice t!

duly appointed administrator
LOUISA A PARKHURST, I.
in the County of Waldo, d- cAW I
bonds as the law directs,
demands against the estate
no
si
the
are desired to present
and all indebted thereto are re-

lar description of said premises.
conAlso being the same premises that were
8 Hernveyed this day by the said burdinund
and
man and Marietta Coggins, the Grantor;
has
whereas the condition of said mortgage

payment immediately
LEONE. P-4 *
Bangor, Me., July 9, 1918

been broken:

ADMINISTRATOR’S

of
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach
the condition thereof, I. Marietta E. Coggins,
of
Executrix of the last will and testament
foresaid Ferdinand F. Hcrriman, claim a
closure of said mortgage
Dated at Winterport. Maine, Augusts ISIS.
MARIETTA E. COGGINS.
3w3i

Miss a day

sickness and you lose your pay or the benefits resulting
a full day’s work.
Usually the ordinary illness that
select the
compels you to lay off can be prevented if you
Thousands of New England people
of
medicine.
kind
right
have for years depended upon the genuine “L. F.” Atwood
Medicine to keep them from getting sick through careless
condition of the liver and bowels,

by

from

eating, taking cold, sluggish

and tendency to rheumatism. A quick relief for constipation. Keep your bowels in daily active condition and you’ll
seldom get sick. Remember only ONE CENT a dose, 50 cents
the
for a 60 dose bottle of the genuine “L. F.” made only by
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

"Uncle Joe” Cannon

ROOSbVELl’S GRAVE.

I-

east of

Fere-en-Tardenois,

_

EnglislvBk. HtaferT

ust 13th at the Red Cross drive at Poland Springs and humorously sold the
Jonesprivileges to furnish caddies for the
golf match. In

is this

inscription:
“Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt, buried by
the Germans.”
German newspapers announced several
who disdays ago that Lieut. Roosevelt,
on July
appeared during an aerial combat
Germans
at
17th, had been buried by the
the
grave
Chamery, but until Wednesday
It was found by an
was not discovered.
American aviator. The inscription is in

Auctioneer.

Representative Joseph G. Cannon ol
Danville, 111., better known as “Uncle
Joe,” took the part of auctioneer Aug-

With the American Army on theVcsle,
Wednesday, Aug. 7. (By the Associated
Press.) On a wooden cross at the head
of a grave at the edge of a wood at Chamery,

as

in the County of W aldo, dect-as*
Ail \
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of
I
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are rtq»

|

all more than $5000 was raised by this
method.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

©ASTORIA

immediately.

C. lv Kb

Freedom, Me.. June 11. 1918

Middle-aged woman for light housekeeping. Plain cooking. Two in family.
Must be well recommended. Permanent
position to right

pany^Applyto^

45 Northport Avenue, Belfast,

32

Birch Crest, East Northpo
"
of land, good well of
t1,
young apple trees, lumber
ish building. Apply or write
•
MRS. K. C
l<
Lincolnville, Me.,
tf31
acre

House for Sale

I Adajr-Stirling-Rosenthal
1

NOli

hereby gives notice in
duly appointed administrator
ANSON KNOW LTON, late
scriber

payment

LIEUT.

BERTHA
July 9, 1918.

the
At No. 2 Franklin Btreet, opposite

postoflice, recently completely renovated
and fitted with modern improvements.
Eight
on

rooms

ancT two large halls.

the premises.

_MRS-

_

^

Apply
_

HARRY E. BANGS. ^

You

are

sure to

get result'

J"1'1
you advertise in The

^

A BOX FROM HOME

I

CAPE IS POPULAR

---------

Fall Model Embraces Several Unusual Features.
Velveteen One of the Leading Fabrics
for Dresses
for Wraps as Well as
and Suits.
Fashion authorities say capes will
he very much favored during the fall
But
and winter seasons of 1918-19.
be effected.
some style changes must
One of the newest models for full,
made up as originally designed in a
terra cotta colored velveteen, lined
throughout with pale gray satin, is
There are sevshown in the sketch.
eral unusual feature’ in this cape,
one of the most pronounced being its
deep, long sleeves, while another
equally striking point of difference is
the back of the garment. The sleeves
and the front alone justify this garThe
ment in qualifying as a cape.

_

by Gaar Williams, Division of Pictorial Publicity.

savings of millions of Americans during our first year of war enabled this governnd enormous food shipments abroad for our fighting forces and the Allied nations,
short crop—amounted to 154,900,000 bushels; all of which was
ngs in cereals—out of a
We increased our meat and fat shipments 844,600,000 pounds. This was
:o Europe.
box from home” to our army abroad and the civilians and military forces of the
s
nations.

New

A

Jerusalem.

COMPARISON.

The

Military

The Military Information Bureau, esseveral weeks ago by Brig.

tablished

j General George McL. Presson, the Adjuj
I tant General, for the convenience of
soldiers and sailors and their relatives, is
!
proving a valuable adjunct to the military
j
The Bureau has
I machinery of the State.
| now been in operation long enough to
! demonstrate its value to anxious
mothers,

■

;

i-

I

Bureau.

Letters From the Kaiser and From Lincoln
al of Judea has already
to Mourning Mothers.
recdom and tranquility
A letter written by the Kaiser to a
nt British administra- 1 German woman who has lost nine sons in
made new education- the war is now going the rounds of the
European press. It is particularly interuly and otherwise by
esting to Americans because of its sharp
develop the Zionist contrast to the famous letter of President
theii I Lincoln to Mrs. Bixby during the Ameri,.t
ordance with
a e a
seat of learning | can Civil War. The Kaiser is “gratified”
and sends his photograph. Lincoln was
For many years it
iii.
I grieved, and it did not occur to him that
facilities for the study : his picture would relieve the desolation
n
of anything else. of Mrs. Bixby.
Uiat of Semitics, has
THE KAISER’S LETTER.
rly high level by the
“His majesty the Kaiser hears that you
if Archaeology, and to !
of
Palestine Exploration I have sacrificed nine sons in defence
His
is supported by sev- I the Fatherland in the present war
r
1
the
sir ;es, which see that a majesty is immensely gratified at
to send
.i.igy is sent every year fact, and in recognition is pleased
and auduring the educational j you his photograph, with frame
the children are of too j tograph signature.”
Frau Meter, who received the letter,
teaching in too many
K. W G. Masterman, in 1 has now joined the street beggars in Del•
.rk
“The Deliverance of menhors-Oldenburg to get a living.

j

Information

wives

and

sweethearts.

All

receive

courteous and

prompt answers to their
; inquiries. If it is not possible for the
Bureau to furnish the information desired,
the correspondent is
thentic source for it.

referred to

an

au-

,

Miss G. A. Gerald, formerly of Benton,
who has had a broad experience in the

j

Adjutant General’s office under Gen. A.
B. Earnham, Gen. Elliott C. Dill and
Gen. Albert Greenlaw, as well as Gen.
George McL. Presson, is proving to be
exactly the right person to meet the public in this difficult position. Her duties
not only include the solving of many
puzzles and the answering of a large mass
of correspondence, but during each day
she has personal interviews with anxious

■

j

!
u

i

Hh

I'i

marks that strange anoLINCOLN’S LETTER.
when in the best Jewish
Dear Madam—1 have been shown in
under the Alliance IsFrench as their chief the liies of the war department a statethe girls, whom presum- ment of the adjutant general of Massafive
ake their wives, are edu- chusetts that you are the mother of
sons who have died gloriously on the field
uia de Rothchild School
fruitless
of battle. I feel how weak and
as tie says, the Zionists
ibis babel of tongues must be any words of mine which should
of
by the revival of collo- attempt to beguile you from the grief
cannot
relatives who have turned to the State’s
ready much used in the a loss so overwhelming. But I
the consocolonies, as the living refrain from tendering to you
authorities for news of loved
lation that may be found in the thanks ; military
Palestinian Jews.
I pray ones, light on allotment and insurance
to save.
of
died
the
republic
they
about
lie
by
brought
may
problems or verification of rumors and
.versify, the foundations that our Heavenly Father may assuage
the anguish of your bereavement and
!.> fti laid on Mount Scopus,
reports of good or evil tenor from overof
memory
on the city from the | leave you only the cherished
^
seas.
solemn
pride
1
the
the
and
loved
and lost,
slightly higher Mount
The inquiries not only concern such
laid so costly ;
e hand and the slope to I that must be yours to have
other. In the presence a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom.
subjects, but the great, and little underid French and Italian
stood, question of who is entitled to fly
reive stones, symboliza service flag, where it should be
placed
Saving and Serving.
.lies of Israel, yvere put
and the position of the star or stars thereWeitzmann announced
By economizing in consumption and on has been answered many times.
M be the main medium
ugh to all sections of with the resultant saving purchasing the
How, when and where to hang Old
university would be Government’s war securities the Ameriis another question that is conGlory
The
a
double
can
citizen
duty.
for
performs
would be provided
citizen and the Government can not use stantly coming up for decision.
-s, with one for Arabic
General Presson is endeavoring to make
beginning of an enter- the same labor and material; if the citi-reat promise of good, zen uses its, the material and the labor
it plain to all citizens of the State that
used by the Government. If
''an not be
r to have the building
the Bureau is for their use, that especial
ban on the Mount of the citizen economizes in consumption,
bring now “disfigured,” so much material and labor and trans- attention and study will be given to all
rman’s word, by a big portation space is left free for Govern- questions and inquiries from the relatives
1 the newer German ment uses. And when the saving effect- of men in the service and that if the
ed is lent to the Government more money
.serin Augusta Victoria
Bureau cannot furnish the information
igh it may not rival in is thus placed at the disposal of the Govpromptly and accurately, the inquirer
ernment. The more the people save the
in shrine, the “Dome
will be put in touch with the officials who
lo be the most beauti- more money, labor, and materials are
Syria, the university left for the winning of the war, the great- can.
productive of far greater er and more complete the support given
,il and religious benetit to our fighting men.
TOO MUCH CREEL.
i Palestine.

i

E,

I

all kinds, but as a dress and suit
There is as yet no
fabric as well.
noticeable shortage of velvets and velveteens, and they are being pressed
into service in large quantities to replace the staple and novel wool
weaves that are scarce owing to the
government’s requirements and to the
fact that foreign markets are offering little, if any, fabrics whatever.
For present wear the graceful cape
here shown would he charming developed in satin, with lining either of
satin in a contrasting shade, or with
chiffon or georgette used as the lining
material.
The scarf collar used on this wrap
is the most approved neck finish for
many fall and winter suits as well as

W//T/'

^

|

back is decidedly a “coatee,” reaching
is held in
just to the waist, where it
by the folded belt or sash girdle which
and ties in
goes around the figure
front, holding the front sections in
place.
Velveteen is one of the leading fabrics for fall, and it is to be used not
only in the development of wraps of

1

Drawn

I£

j

j

|

f

|

|

j
I

j
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Newest

;

GIRLS!

iaren

Cry

STEP

FOR FLETCHER’S

c A S
HI

~r

Says

O r I A

ITS YOUR
THAT ATTRACTS!

women pay too much heed to their
face instead of their corns.

CO URIER- JOURNAL.
Watch your step! A brisk, lively step i
is what charms more than a lovely skin,
but your high heels have caused corns
and you limp a little. That’s bad, girls,
Corns destroy beauty
and you know it.
and grace, besides corns are very easy to )

[

Mr. George Creel’s “Bureau of Public
Information” at Washington has branched out on new lines. Mr. Creel now asks
that all historical and magazine articles
and all books dealing with any phase of
the war be submitted to his bureau for
examination before publication.
This work would call for an army of
readers as large as the American army
now in France and would necessitate a
largely increased appropriation. What
good purpose it would serve is not clear.
Mr. Creel’s bureau is already costing
about $2,000,000 a year, most of the
printed matter going into the country’s
wastebaskets.
Soon after America’s entrance into the
war the Creel bureau did some very effective and necessary work in circulation
of intelligently and carefully prepared
pamphlets tilled with reasons for our participation in the world struggle. That
service was worth many timps its cost.
More recently the bureau has been flooding the country with a lot of “news”
that is not news and volumes of specially
prepared articles that are neither interesting nor informing. The scope of the
Creel organization should be curtailed,
rather than enlarged.—From the Minneapolis Tribune.

one of
1 newspapers in the
It- so by the editorial
\\ atterson, passes into
loses the career of the
remove.
X' ept “in an advisory
Rid your feet of every corn by asking <
liatige itself is sympThe publications of at any drug store for a quarter of an
uly and weekly and ounce of freezon<* This will cost little j
or !
ng through a period of but is sufficient to remove every hard
soft corn or callus from one’s feet.
a only those that meet
A few drops applied directly upon a
of the community are
1
The number of con- tender, touchy corn relieves the soreness
11st year has been un- and soon the entire corn, root and all,
I t lie tendency is still
lifts right out without pain.
This freezone is a gummy substance
Other newspapers are
New owners, with j which dries instantly and simply shrivels j
and more abounding up the corn without inflaming or even
This is what ; irritating the surrounding skin.
mg hold.
i
Women must keep in mind that corn'.he New York Evening
week.
It is what this less feet create a youthful step which enky doubtless means. It hances her attractiveness.
ihat in future years a
x as
in regular publication
AN AUGUST CONCEPTION.
col survived this ordeal
THEY COST 25 CENTS.
!"dge of solidity.—Boston
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, poet and
"d
Journal.
“On “War Savings Stamp Day” an
essayist, writing some 7& years ago,
■k;.
said:
editorial in Mr. Hearst’s New York Even1 'ity of
“The possible destiny of the United ing Journal exhorted its readers as folToledo,
sshunof
a
lows:
States of America as a Nation
I
11 ey
makes oath that he is dred million of free men, stretching from
'tin./
Buy your thrift stamps, show
ler of the
I
firm of F. J. Cheney the Atlantic to the Pacific, living under
them to the family. Point out
1
business in the City of the laws of Alfred and speaking the
the picture of George Washing1,11 ‘State aforesaid, and
$
ton in the middle of the stamp.
language of Shakespeare and Milton, is
,'ri". will pay the sum of ONE an august conception.”
If the gifted author of those lines had
H' l.I.ARS for each and
The United States is now a Nation of a only stopped writing about thrift stamps
"
Catarrh that cannot be hundred million or more, stretching from long enough to
{Wwi
buy one—or at least to
use of HALL'S CATARRH
|.e
the Atlantic to the Pacific, and reaching borrow some one else’s—he would have
THANK J. CHENEY.
out east takes in Hawaii and the Philip- found that it might puzzle even the ownand subscribed in pines, in the north Alaska, and in the er of “The Journal” to discover a
,PFe
portrait
i.'.k,' ’1 *"■» A''lb day of December, south the Panama Canal. But grander of George Washington in the middle, or
W. GLEASON,
than its physical is its moral greatness.
anywhere else.
It is a risky business,
•Seai
Jbi. jNotary Public.
Its fairness and justice, its courage and this describing objects we have never
Medicine is taken in- power, its maintenance of right and free- seen,—From Collier’s.
r Mu.
through the Blood on dom cover the world.
theSystem' Stnd
The destiny the United States is now
fulfilling is a more august conception
& CO., Toledo, O. than even the imagination of the author
FOR FLETCHER'S
of Kubla Khan conceived of less than a
1

ourier-Journal,

: ia

j

j

____

Paper Parasols.
One way to conserve fabrics is to
carry paper parasols. The fact is at
fashionable seashore resorts there is
quite a vogue for attractive Japanese
paper parasols, and as they are very
much less expensive than silk parasols, the young girl who takes up this
fad can secure a parasol to go with
almost every frock in her wardrobe.
They are made with wooden handles
and short stubb ferrules, such as one
finds in many of the fabric parasols.
By means of a ribbon or silk cord attached to the handle such a parasol
can be dangled over the wrist when
not in use.

Fringed Sash Ends.
The home dressmaker has an opportunity to produce very good effects by
finishing sash ends and tunics with
Chenille fringe in various
fringes.
dark colors sells for $1,95 a yard and
for $2.50 a yard comes heavy wide silk
fringe.

' !esti?ionialsffreSOf

Children Cry

SfU te'ENEY
y

Pills for constipation.

century ago.

CASTORIA

Shoulder

Scarf.

embellished shoulder
scarf is an acceptable accessory to our
dress these days. Glass fringe is one
of the newer touches to add charm to
scarfs of colored tulle and net.

,'mnty*

„/rrh

*

Embellished

Any

—

■

—

Styles.

wraps, and it may be worn open or
closed according to choice.
Both silk and wool Jersey cloth are
popular cape fabrics, and capes are
fashioned of these materials as acaompaniinents of some of the season’s
The rubber
smartest bathing suits.
rubberized cape featured very
or
strongly last season was not found
very satisfactory, and wraps of the
knitted weave materials are much
These loose
preferred this year.
wraps are more practical than sweaters or sweater coats, formerly so much
worn on the beachqg to protect necks
and arms of bathers.

■

(

in Cape

sort

of

ORRINE FOR
DRINK HABIT
Orrine has been uniformly successful
in restoring victims of the “Drink Habit”
into sober and useful citizens.
If, after

get no benefit, your money
will be refunded. It is a simple home
treatment. No sanitarium expense. No

a

trial,

you

ACt IDENT IN SAW MILL AT NORTH

SEARSPORT.

Main street, Belfast.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Quarries,

BELFAST

AND

BURNHAM

BRANCH

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

j

for Summer Hotels

17.34

13.09

7.40
7.48

3 22
3.38

+7.58

13.45

8.10
12.10
8.28
C8.38
8.44
11.50
3.20

3.55
5.45

Thorndike,
Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
j Bangor,
'Clinton,
Fairfield,

FACTS ABOUT NEW PLANT WORLD.
A new plant world, through one of few
forms, is opened up by Dr. Pierce See’s
botanical investigation of libraries. The
spots appearing on the paper of old volare
umes, or those kept in damp places,
found to be due to various fungi and to
represent a certain number of species in
different stages of growth, colore and
conditions. The microscope shows the
ordinary spot to be made up of a dark
central nucleus, which is the mycelium
or vegetative portion of the plant, surrounded by a lighter zone colored by the
secretions of the organism. Plants still
living have been transplanted to gelatine,
licorice, potatoes or other suitable soil,
and from the growths so obtained in

Waterviile,
Portland,,

Boston,

p.m.,

will be served.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

Water j Power

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material

5,10
o.2i
5.28
8.25
4.30

AND

Good Farming Land
a.m.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
a.m.

a.m.

Boston,

2.45

10.00

Portland,

7.15

12.50

Communications
are

Brooks,

10.20

3.40
1.45

10.27
10.37
10.50

13.47

18.35

111.00

14.25

8.50
9.07

11.30
11.45

19.15

111.55

9.30

12.57
11.15

7.15
6.50
7.21
7.31
8.25

>

3.53
4.15

j

No i

Male Help

invited and

when

addressed

MAINE

a.m.

regarding

will

receive

locations
attentions

to any agent
or to

of

the

CENTRAL,

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

j
j

MAINE

j
|

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

4.33'
4.42

14.50
5.05

15.15
15.25

19.40
Waldo,
19.50
11.40
Citypoint.
5.30
1.50
9.55
Belfast, ariive,
IFlag station.
The Shibles Reunion.
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
The 30th annual reunion of the Shibles
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
D.
C. Douglass,
family will be held Thursday, Aug. 22nd,
General Manager, Portland, Maine.
in Fales Circle hall, Thomaston, corner
Picnic dinner

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

p.m.

books or paper,
germs appear to have been present in the
itpaper materials, even in the raw fiber
self.

Dishes furnished.

Camps

and

TO BELFAST

Waterviile,
Bangor,
Fairfield,
Clinton,
three to six weeks the various kinds have
Burnham, leave,
been identified. As reported to the Paris
Winnecook,
Academy of Sciences, about 20 different Unity,
species have been so far isolated. The Thorndike,
molds are not all introduced into the
Knox,
but in some cases their

Mam and Knox streets.

Locations

i

Knox,

about 34 years of age.

Factory

L-*

On and after June 24, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterviile with
: through trains for and from Bangor, Wai terville, Portland and Boston, will run
screams and rushed to her rescue, but not
daily, except Sunday, as follows:
before she was badly cut and bruised.
FROM BELFAST
Her clothing was nearly all torn from her
body, and her hair pulled from her head.
a.m.
p.m.
and
wound
She sustained a severe scalp
2.30
6.55
She was Belfast, depart,
many minor cuts and bruises.
+2.35
17.00
taken to the home of a neighbor, John Citypoint,
12.45
17.10
Littlefield, and Dr. S. L. Fairchild of Waldo,
2.57
7.22
attended her. Mrs. Bailey is Brooks,

Searsport

I

I
—-—

I

North Searsport road, was severely injured in the mill August 5th. Mrs. Bailey
dress
was helping her husband, when her
caught in the shafting, pulling her into
the machinery. Her husband heard her

Wanted.

E H, BOY INGTON

Eye Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINGTOX OPflOAL 00.
44 South Main Street,

Winterport, Maine.
DFFICE DAYS—MONDAYS

and TUESDAYS

postponement.
Edith M.

Shibles,

Secretary and treasurer.
Clements Reunion.

loss of time.
Orrine No. 1, secret treatment; No. 2,
voluntary treatment. Costs only $1.00 a
Read & Hills,
Ask for booklet.
box.

l
I

Mrs. Ada Bailey, the wife of Edward
Bailey, who runs a small saw-mill three
miles out of Searsport village on the

The 23rd annual reunion of the Clements family will be held at the Grange
hall at Monroe, Thursday, August 22nd.
Annie B. Clements, Secretary.

F. W. BROWN, Jr.,

SEAMEN
Chance for Advancement—FREE.
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ bertha
Short cut to the
in new Merchant Marine
fc ridge. Two years’ sea experience required,
naturalized
citizens
or
N ative
only. Course
six weeks.
Military exemption. Apply at

school. Federal Building, Rockland.

tfl4

Attorney

and Counsellor at Lai,

BROOKS, MAINE.
Practice in all of the Courts of Maine.

Pays to Advertise in The Journal

""™”r

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16th,

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15th,

COLONIAL1"'™

HARtI

The One and Only WILLIAM S.

Wonderful EDITH STOREY

if

|1

-IN-

6c. and 11c.
11c. and 17c.
Evening at 7.00 and 8.30-Admission

J^tinee Daily at 2-30—Admission

!

PRICES INCLUDE.WAR TA%.

_

in Belfast Movie Will
Contest tor Leading Parts
be Announced
End August 21st. Results will
Friday, August 23rd.

and

is an Ideal Vehicle for Miss Storey. The Heroine
Intensity, this Production
of Strong Men and Wins in a Thrilling Quest
Matches Her Wits Against those
of
an
Old Sea Trader.
Wreck
fc r Geld, About the

SATURDAY, AUG. 17th,
Charming, Magnetic

BEAUTIFUL

Vivian Martin

Elsie Ferguson

“VIVIETTE”
William J. Locke

Delightfully
Given a
Human Story in “Viviette,”and the Producers
Have Succeeded in Pre-

!

serving

the

Sensational

Acts.

It.

Pathe

Klever

Comedy
Music

SEARSPORT.
William Curtis
Joseph Curtis and Dr.
to Searsport,
motored
of Everett, Mass.,
Friday.
have puichased
A E. Trundy and son
estate on the Mt.
the Charles Havener

Ephraim Road.

left Wednesday
Miss Frances Ireland
will spend a
she
for Veazie, where
month’s vacation.

N.,

with his

in town, the
bride are spending a week
Havener.
C.
guests of Mrs. L.
arMiss Clara Parse of Denver, Colo.,
of Miss
rived Saturday and is the guest

Edith Parse

on

Steamboat

avenue.

to his home
Dr. M. J. O’Neil returned
a brief visit
in Providence, Monday, after
Sweetser.
with Capt. and Mrs. Joseph
arrived in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hadlock
automobile Friday night and

Searsport by
for
the guests of Mrs. S. C. Pattee
a few days.
walking
Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels, while
last Fridat,
from her home to the village
a facture of
slipped and fell, sustaining
were

the right arm.
Dana of

Mrs. Dana Dutch and
week fora
Waban, Mass., arrived last
son

Miss
visit with Mrs. Martha Erskmt and
Harriet Erskine.
Dr. Edward S. Calderwood of Roxbury,
will spend a
Mass., arrived Friday and
cotfew days with his family at their
tage

on

the Dyer shore.

Dyer, wrho is taking the
Merchant Marine course at the government school of navigation in Rockland,
was in town over the week-end.
Herbert R.

Mrs. M. J.

O’Neil and daughter Har-

son Harold,
riet, Mrs. Harold Marr and
the
spent Thursday and Friday in Bangor,

guests of Mrs. Frederick Sawyer.
Leon White of Bangor, who was married in June to Miss Laura M. Trundy of
Searsport and is now stationed at Camp
Devens, has been
of corporal.

promoted

to

the rank

Mrs. Frederick R. Sawyer and daughter Mildred of Bangor were in town to
attend the party given by Mrs. Scott
Blanchard of Brooklyn, N. Y. Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan and
Martha Allen left Saturday by automobile for Deer Isle, where they will spend
The Duncan home will be
a month.
closed in their absence.

Capt. Sumner C. Pattee, who has had a
ten days’ leave of absence from Camp

Mt.

Chadwick, Instructor ot
Holyoke College, Arlen McRenney, contralto of Acadia College, Canada, and
Margaret Butman, pianist and accomMiss
panist, of Brandon College, Canada.
Chadwick is using a violin which she
at

received the
bracelet, symbolic of the degree. After
the formal ceremonies, patriotic songs
were sung by the group and an exhibia

Fire-maker

and

tion of folk dancing was given by Thelma Smith of Onawa Camp Fire, Brewer.
Refreshments were served by Annie,
There
Margaret and Frances Rogers.
was a beautiful birthday cake, ornamented
with the National colors.
The evening
closed with Virginia reel, in which guests
and all took part. Levi D. Rogers fur-

tha Allen.

Mrs. Beverly DuBose and son Pendleton of Westbury, L. L, arrived in town
They will be guests for a
Saturday.
of Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson, after which Mrs. DuBose will open her
home on Main street for the remainder of
w'eea.

the month.
Mrs. Scott Blanchard charmingly
a few friends Wednesday afternoon at the home of her parents, Capt.
and Mrs. Charles Nicholson Water street.

en-

tertained

Needlework and conservation

were

en-

joyed and late in the afternoon ices were
daintily served in cantaloupes. The guests
were Mrs. Harold Marr and son Harold
of Fort Sill, Okla; Mrs. M. J.
Marr, Jr.,

O’Neil and daughter Harriet of Providence, R. L; Mrs. Frederick Sawyer and
daughter Mildred of Bangor; Mrs. Albert
Mrs. Banning Blanchard and

Blanchard,

William Blanchard, all of New
York and the Misses Ethel and Iona
Nichols of Searsport.
On Tuesday evening, August 20th, in
Mrs.

the First

Congregational church,

a con-

cert will be given for the benefit of the
Carver Memorial Library, by Ada

Allen

j.-

W hereas, The Supreme Intelligence in
his inscrutable wisdom has called upon

beloved brotner, Josiah Colson, to lay
down his working .tools and join that innumerable caravan which moves to that
mysterious realm where The Supreme

our

Architect presides throughout eternity,
assembled
we, his brethren, in meeting
Resolve, That, in the demise of Brother
Colson, Pownal Lodge has suffered the
loss of one of its highly esteemed members, a Mason who was faithful to his obligations, and a man who was an honor to
his community: That while we mourn his
passing we will ever hold in green and
tender remembrance the privilege of having called him “Brother.” And be it
further

....

That to mark his departure
of
our charter be draped for a period
thirty days from date. And be it finally
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be inscribed upon the records of the
Lodge, a copy sent to our late brother’s
daughter and a copy be sent to the press
for publication.

Resolved,

CHAS. A. SNOW,
) Committee
on
Lincoln A. Gardner, i
) Resolutions.
ROY WADLE1GH,
Stockton Springs, August 7, 1818.

become

in town Sunday.
business guest
couple of days last w'eek,

Mr. L. A. Gardner

was a

Dr. and

Thursday, accompanied by her
mother, Mrs. Norman Walker, of New
Orleans, La. They will remain throughout the month of August.

last

Hichborn came from
is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Adelbert Crockett, last Thursday
morning to spend the day with her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Hattie (Clifford)
Mrs. Harry F.

Brewer, where she

She left Friday morning, expecting in a few days to go to her home
in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pike (nee Miss
Melvina Warren of this town) and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph S. Staples of Cambridge,
arrived August 7th to visit relatives in town. Mr. and Mrs. Pike spent
a couple of days in Penobscot, returning
Sunday night, and the quartette left

Monday morning for home.
Miss Hazel Corliss arrived last Friday
from Bellevue Hospital, New York,

night

and
to visit her sister, Mrs. Ora McKeen,
in
other relatives. Miss Corliss has been
in the hospital preparatory to

training
going overseas

nurse, and expects
Her brother,
s oon to leave for France.
Mr. Raymond CorlisB, is already there in
as

a

the service.
Mr. George S. Wardwell haB recently
purchased the Smith house at Sandypoint
(formerly the Capt. Clifford Stowers
ocplace) which he and wife expects to
the
in
as
employed
being
later
on,
cupy
Sandypoint shipyard, he will find the
daily trip back and forth from our village
All friends
too hard in cold weather.

deeply regret

their going from among us.

The community learns with deep reB. & A.
gret that Mr. J. H. Gerrish, the
been
agent at the Cape Jellison piers, has
under
preswhere
to
transferred
Bangor,

very

they will not move until later and that
Mr. G. will join his wife here Saturday
nights for the present.

>CRUSADERS
Taken by the U. S. Signal Corps, Navy
Photographers and French General Staff
Released by the Committee
on
Public Information.

Opp

j

and Mary Hichborn;
Miss Mary Hichborn

fancy-work table,
and

Mrs.

Rufus

table, Mrs. Annie HerriMrs. James Treat; ice cream,
man and
Miss Nellie J. Hichborn, Mrs. Alvali
Treat, Mrs. Clyde Bagley, Miss Mildred
Berry; food table, Mrs. Alice Doe, Mrs.
Simeon F. Ellis, Mrs. Clara Colcord; hall
and dance, Mrs. Willard M Berry and
Mrs. Isaac Littlefield; mystery table, Mrs.
Mudgett;

apron

Maria B. How'es.

The sale in rhe after-

proved unexpectedly

noon

remunera-

IN MEMORIAM OF M. L. WOOSTER.

BELFAST

In the quiet hush of morning
When on everything below,
Lay a silence deep and solemn
Came an Angel saying, “Go.’

D. C. Cain’s.
Miss Hazel Arno returned Saturday to

Weary sutferer, patient loved

Mrs. Amy Vickery of Providence, R.
I., is visiting Elijah Gay.
Charles Littlefield had the misfortune
one of his team horses.

one,

Life is longest but a moment,
Or a very slender thread,
Yet to those who live so patient,
There is no such word as ‘‘Dead.’

Mrs. Jennie Boulter has been spending
with her nephew, Clifton

Morse and family.

Harry Mason returned to New Hampshire Friday after visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph O. Mason.

Samuel Hervey is in Augusta

secretary.

Children Cry

Q

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sylvester and Miss
Aurelia K. Luce of Belfast were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Luce.

Mr. and Mrs. David Seekins of Monroe
week-end guests of their daughter,

were

Mrs. A. E. Small.
Mr. Cyrus Roberts had the misfortune
to have a 3 years old colt break his leg in
the pasture August 7th.

Arthur Thompson of
Poor’s Mills were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
James Webster August 10th.
Mr. and

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Mrs.

Alonzo Knowlton of
were recent guests of

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Banton have
little boy, born July 30th.

FOR FLETCHER’S
A S T O R I

Bankrupt’s

Mrs. Henry Wixon from Brighton,
Mass., visited Mrs. S. J. Flye recently.
Miss Florence Cross from Morrill visited her brother, Perley Cross, recently.
Mrs. Nathan Wiggin from Boston was
of Mrs. Hattie Wiggin last
the

guest

week.

!
j

reading the

OASTORIA
H
*

<•

n,'

Pays to Advertise in The Journal

Belfast__

true

j
j
j

copy of petition and
Attest: WILLIAM M.

City

of Belia'i

Your are hereby notified
OF REGISTRATION will b.
vise and correct the VO l IN
five senCity of Belfast on the
to the ninth day of September.
will he
of

Board

1

Registration

one
nine in the forenoon to
to Inafternoon, and from three
afternoon, and from seven
th ? afternoon, on the first foui
tin
receive evidence touching
revie.
voters therein and to
onlaat
the
on
voting list, and
correctsdays, to verify the
ui
and to complete and close
Iasi
said sessions. And on the
atl<
days, at five o’clock in the a
copies of Baid voting lists ot
said
City
of
Clerk
to the
receipt taken therefor, except
of aaid days devoted to regime

20,
aged 22 years.

BRIDGES. In East Belfast, August 10,
Mrs. Fannie May Bridges, aged 27 years.
COOMBS. In West Somerville, August
of
6, Mrs. Samuel Coombs, formerly
Camden.
HARDING. In Castine, July 25, Mrs.
Armina M. Harding, aged 81 years, 11
months 25 days.
HIX. Somewhere in France, July 15,
Corporal Oscar A. Hix of South Thomaston, aged 25 years, 10 months, 9 days.
MOOR. In Fairfield, August 4, Harry
P. Moor of Ellsworth, aged 50 years, 3

t
aaid days devoted
Boai
above, the sessions of the
bui
afternoon,
the
five o’clock in
be added to or stricken from
ot
five o’clock in the afternoon
adays devoted to registration 11
CHAS. O’CONN
the
ot
Board of Registration
1.
Belfast, Maine, August Id,

last of

1

CARD OF
I wish to thank the

THANKS
brethren",

of Rosewood Chapter 1"-.
the postcard shower I recei'
1 ..loyal
E.

',

_

,

^gg^oTKSearsnioul.
aOBlIlj*,

The

34 Union Street.

;

To the Voiers of

BARTER. In Northport, August 12,
Mary A. Barter, formerly of South Bos5
ton, aged 19 years, 5 months and days.
BLACK. Somewhere in France, July
Private Simon F. Black of Union,

seen at

foregoing petifioi

[L.S]

A

DIED.

be

-c

Bhow cause, if any the
shot,
prayer of said petitioner
ed.
And it is further Ordered by
the Deputy Clerk shall sen
known creditors copies of a*
this order, addressed to them
of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clare
of the said Court, and the seni
gor, in the Northern Division
«
on the 10th day of August. A
WILLIAM M

Marian Hazeltine of Belfast.
PERKINS-GEORGE. In Stockton Springs,
LawAugust 10, by Rev. Harry Hully,
and
rence Perkins of Stockton Springs
Miss Gladys George of Prospect.
In Belfast, AuWALKER-COUSENS.
gust 10, bv Rev. Charles W. Martin,
Charles F. Walker and Miss Nellie Cous-

5-4.

1

and

For Sale

FOR FLETCHER’S

Petition for 1

Ordered by the Court, That
upon the same on thn 20th da>
D.1918, before said Court at Ha
trict. Northern Division, at teforenoon; and that notice the:
in The Republican Journal, a
ed in aaid District. Northern
all known creditors, and othe
terest, may appear at the sa:J

Messrs. A. E. and F. N. Flye, Mrs. S.
20,
aged 24 years._
J. Flye and daughter EfFie and Mrs. Plummer.
Fannie Small of Freedom and Mrs. Henry
Miss Ruby I. Barker gave a demonstraWilson of Boston were guests of Mr. and tion in the Grange Hall, using the wheatalso
Mrs. F. P. Webb, August 11th.
less recipes for bread and cake and
meats and fruits
on
canning
talk
a
Two Inlaid Tables. One is 3-2x
gave
and drying fruits._
other is 2-3x5-8. Can

Children Cry

1

District of Maine, Northern
On this 10th day of August

FERNALD-RAMSDELL. In Belfast, August 9, by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Austin
Joseph Fernald and Miss Hazel Estelle
Ramsdell, both of Belfast.
SHAW-HAZELTINE. In Belfast, August
7, by Rev. Adolph Rossbach assisted by
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Richard Edson
Shaw of Elmwood, Mass., and Miss

Mrs. Nettie Yeaton from Lynn, Mass.,
is passing his vacation with her parents,
months, 11 days.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Bangs.
In Citypoint, August 8,
SEEKINS.
t
P. Seekins, formerly of Swanville,
Miss Lena Plummer, a nurse from the Levi
8
aged 71 years, months and 10 days.
Deaconness Hospital in Boston, is passSTORER. Somewhere in France, July
Eunice
Private Charles H. Storer of Union,
ing her vacation with her mother,

week’s visit.

s

\
|
j

■

isie.

Mrs. L. O. Hanley and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Snow of South Thomaston were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey
August 11th. Mrs. Hanley returned home
a

j

ORDER OF NOTICE THi

Davis-Young. In Union, August 4,
by Rev. Charles I’. Smith, Roswell P.
I Davis and Annie Young, both of Deer

Mrs. Myra Brown from Unity was in
the village calling on friends the past

after

1
1

WILLIAM A. ST

MARRIED._

Claremont, N. H.,
his sisters, Mrs. James Webster and Mrs.
L. D. Holmes.

week.

j

ing his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That
by the Court to have a full dis
debts provable against bis *■.*•
bankruptcy Acts, except such
cepted by law from such disc
Dated this 6th day of July.

dauchter.

nice

Mrs. Charles Sampson has returned to
her home in Freedom for a short time.

|

j

trict of Maine.
William A. St. Germain of Si
in the County of Waldo and Si
Baid District, respecttully repthe 3rd day of June, last past, r
judged bankrupt under the Ac
lating to bankruptcy; that he 1
dered all his property and rign
and has fully complied with all t
of said Acts arid of the orders

A

Banton. In Freedom, July 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Seth Banton, a son.
In Bucksport, July 2H, to
BOWDEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert G. Bowden, a
daughter, Laura Bernice.
GRAY. Ill Woodfords, Aug. 8, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lucien Gray (Hazel Perkins), a

ens, both of
a

j

In the matter of William
A. St, Germain, Bankrupt,
I To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Ju
tric.t Court of the United Su,t-

BORN

Mehuren

on

i

day,

barn last year.

Mr.

\
5

|

RETAIL

the first pleasant day.—A. A. Simmons,

Volney Thompson, chairman of the
county commissioners, made a trip to
Cape Jellison recently on road business.

FREEDOM.

j

RETAIL
PRICE.
22a28
Lime,
counsel
Corned,
her
Beef,
heed
us
to
Let
try
1
18a22 Oats,
Butter Salt,
We shall soon be called away.
1 34 Oat Mea
Corn,
When earth fades and heaven opens,
Cracked Corn, I 74 Onions.
We’ll meet our dear one,
1 79,Oil, ken
Corn Meal,
“That sweet day.”
32 Pollock.
| Cheese,
3 15 Pork,
Cotton Seed,
Reunion.
The Simmons
10 Rye Mr
j Cranberries, 37a42
Shorts,
Clover seed,
13 00a 13 50 Sugar,
The Simmons family will hold their Flour,
5 00 Salt, T
H. G. Seed,
annual reunion atOakland Park, Wednes31 Sweet P
I Lard,
Sept. 4th. if stormy it will be held

two weeks

this town.

i

(Hay,

2 00a3 00 Hides,
8 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
8 50LambSkY.
Beans,
E.,
45a50 Mutton
Butter,
12al3 Potatot >.
Beef, sides,
12 Round H<
Beef, fq.,
32 Straw,
Cheese,
35 Turkey,
Chicken,
38 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
20 Veal,
Duck,
48 Wool, uiv
Eggs,
30 Wood, ha,
Fowl,
;
18 Wood,
Geese,

We shall miss her, sadly miss her,
From the old accustomed place.
We shall feel the hot tears starting
As we think of her sweet face.

to lose

laughter and was vigorously applauded.
ncyuuiuo
MX. ana Mrs. riann.
This included several musical numbers
with violin obligatos, which were very town Sunday, the guests of their aunt,
Their mother,
pleasing. Gerrish’s Orchestra furnished Miss Etta Thompson.
the music for the pleasant social dance Mrs. Abbie Watts, returned with them to
which followed. After a beautiful after- their home in Montville.
at
noon, conducive to a full attendance
Mr. and Mrs. James Clement were at
the sales tables, a shower coming at
their cottage in Northport a few days
the hour of the opening of the entertainlast week and attended the Red Cross
ment prevented many from reaching the
benefit held at the Country Club Wednesexare
Thanks
hall, to their regret.
afternoon and evening.
day
tended to all who so kindly assisted in
orchestra
the
to
and
the entertainment
Sunday, Mr. a nd Mrs. C. E. Howard
for their gratuitous services. The Aid and M. L. Howard were in Albion to atwill now take its customary vacation I tend the funeral of Mrs. Frank McDonald.
Mrs. McDonald died very suddenly. She
until fall.
was formerly Miss Christine Howard of

business.

|

CLRREA

RODUCE MARKET. PAID I

Mrs.
gled Banner by the audience; song,
juror from this town for the ensuing son.
E. A. Farris; recitation, little Paula
In Rockland, August 8,
PETERSON.
year and E. F. Banton as traverse juror
Cavanagh; song, Miss Della Kemp; read- for the September term of the S. J. Court. to Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Peterson, a son.
In Warren, August 2, to Mr.
SPEAR.
ing, Mrs. C. A. Snow; song, Mr. Wright;
Louis Lightning Rod Co., have and Mrs. Laforest Spear, a son.
St.
The
Gerrish
J.
H.
Mr.
vaudeville sketch by
STEWART. In Center Montville, August
rods on the buildings of C. B.
and Mrs. Ernest Richards, All numbers installed
to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Stewart, a son.
4,
E.
Cushof
H.
Cushman and the house
WESCOTT. In Bluehill, August 2, to
were well received and encored and the
the latter had the protection on his Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Wescott, Jr., a
humorous sketch brought forth peals of man,

HILL, Swanville.

PRICE

Apples, per bbl.,

You have borne your share of pain.
Come with me I’ll guide you safely
Where no pain shall come again.

C. B. Cushman’s.

Mrs. Sumner Leeman of Palermo, and
tive, the articles displayed being very
attractive, and the few remaining in the Mrs. Goodie Bachelder of Dorchester,
evening were readily disposed of at the Mass., were recent guests of Mrs. Cora
close of the most enjoyable entertainment, A. Goodwin.
with the following program: Star Spanwill serve as grand

OAK

Line.

Corrected Weekly for Tii

Mrs. Florence Emery of Fairfield is at

S.

France.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

CfcNTBR MON FVILLE.

H.

Doing in
in the Front

The Truth About the War

and

ient chairmen of committees and their
aids: Entertainment, Mrs. J. H. Gerrish

Wlat Our Boys are

OLliE/ The Americans

A '4 1-2 pound son was born Sunday,
entertainment of the
4th, to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Stewart.
Aug.
the
Universalist
Ladies’ Aid Society of
Clement and family were at
A.
P.
parish, held in Denslow hall last Thurstheir cottage in Northport over Sunday.
a
was
grand
and
evening,
day afternoon
about
Mr. G. E. Nash and family of Camden
success, socially and financially,
4th.
$125.00 being taken, and S’108.00deposited were in town Sunday, Aug.
Annie
Mrs
and
family of Knox
in the bank by the treasurer,
C). B. Woodbury
K. Harriman, after all bills were settled. were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Much credit is due to the following effic- T. Jackson.
sale

The

Hichborn.

Mass.,

IN MEMORIAM.

popular, being essential
parts of all patriotic, social and musical
entertainments in which they have so
willingly participated, often furnishing
the leading features. We are glad that

Mr. Lewis K. Thurlow of Boston was

covering consciousness he found that his brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, accomhearing had been destroyed. He made
for another dugout and was blown from
panied by Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletchthat. On his way to a third a piece of er and Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn,
shrapnel cut away his gas mask which motored to Northport, August. 7th to atwas strapped under his left arm, another
tend the entertainment given by the
piece inflicting a wound in his leg. At Country Club for the benefit of the Red
the time of writing Private Young stated Cross.
that his wound was nearly healed and
Mrs. J. F. Gerrity and daughter Helen
that he was slowly recovering his hearing.
of Bangor with her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
The attack during which he was wounded
of
Joe Gerrity and little son, Joe, Jr.,
was the same in which Sergeant Harold
Dorchester, Mass., who are occupying a
McElhiney, also of the 103rd, met his cottage at Northport, motored to Stockdeath.
ton last Saturday to call on her sister,
ine Jvanetota camp rire oiris nem
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat.
their mid-summer ceremonial meeting at
Mrs. John Gordon arrived from Pittsthe home of Frances Rogers, Friday
field last Thursday to join her husband,
evening, celebrating the fifteenth birth- who has recently opened a market in our
day of the hostess in a delightful manner. village; and they have commenced houseFollowing the lighting of the symbolic keeping in the rent prepared for them on
tapers and regular business meeting, rank the second floor of the Staples building,
was conferred on three candidates. Gladys
which he is occupying.
Rose was promoted from Bluebird to a
Mrs. H. N. Drury of New York is the
Camp Fire Girl, Pauline Towers became
guest of her sister-in-law and husband,
a Wood-gatherer, and Lucile Havener beMrs. H. E. Small. She arrived
came

ent war conditions the business will be
conducted. During their two years’ residence in town Mr. and Mrs. Gerrish have

SPRINGS.

Critics have pro- in Brooksville a
herself has made.
among them returning Saturday.
tone
its
excellent,
nounced
Mrs. Adalyn Atwood of Boston was
Rreisler, the greatest living violinist.
Gerrish August
Miss Chadwick is recognized as a young the guest of Mrs. J. H.
McMiss
and
7th.
distinction.
6th
unusual
artist of
last
Renney’s voice is an exceptionally fine
Miss Mary proctor of Patten left
with
handles admirably, and
one, which she
Thursday after several days’ visit
Miss Butman is well known to our towns- her brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ora
An
people and needs no introduction.
McKeen.
interesting program has been arranged
the
Mrs. C. C. Sawin of Millinockett,
all
and an enjoyable evening is assured
her
of
niece,
fortnight
the
past
guest for
who appreciate good music.
an
Mrs. J. H. Gerrish, left Thursday for
Arthur
from
Letters recently received
extended visit in Bethel.
C. Young of Searsport, Co. F., 103rd Inand
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn
fantry, state that he is now in a hospital
H.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
and
wife,
their son
recovering front wounds received June
of Cambridge, Mass.,
Everett
Hichborn,
16th. Private Y'oung writes that during
vacation
are spending their usual August
a >terrific bombardment on the morning
in the old home.
were
a
companion
of June 16th, he and
Mrs. Corliss is the present guest of her
driven from their shelter by enemy tire.
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Ora
daughter
a piece
on
head
the
was
struck
by
Young
She contemplates going to
McKeen.
and
of shrapnel, his helmet was crushed
the winter with her
he was knocked unconscious. Upon re- Chicago to spend

Colt, Gettysburg, Pa., returned Monday.
nished old-time music with his violin.
Mrs. Pattee and Mrs. Ella Morey will
The
guests were Mrs. Charles Rogers,
and
close the Pattee house on Main street
Mrs. John Frame, Mrs. Charles Eames,
will spend the winter in Belfast, where
Henry and Charles Rogers, Jr., and Marthey have taken an apartment on Congress street.

STOCKTON

Comedy

Fnnce

to

“PERSHINCS

Current Events
Mutt and Jeff

Holmes Travelogue

Hearst News.

S.
L. Clifton Havener, U.

Chamber’s
Movel Will

|

Following the Flag

She Ruled a King! Daughter
of the Common People Mmd.
Du Barry Rose to be the
Favorite of Louis XV. and
Held Her Hand Above the
Destinies ot France.

Win Your Hearts. Produced by Artcratt in Five

Delicacy

and Humanness of

|

W.

Robert

1,

“DU BARRY”

Miss Ferguson in this
Wonderful Version of

has

WfcUINUbUAY, AUU, ZlSt,

-IN-

“The Danger Mark”

|

■

THEDA BARA

-IN-

-IN-

I

ANIMATED WEEKLY

FLAGG COMEDY

TUESDAY, AUG. 20th,

MONDAY, AUG. 19th,

I
I

A Leap in the Saddle and Away! The Clatter of Horses
Hoofs! A Shot in the Night! That’s Hart! !! Serve*
with Speed and Ginger by the Man Who Put the 0M
West Back on the Map.

Displays Miss Storey’s Best Abilities, both as Actress
with Action and Replete with Situations of Gripping
Sportswoman. Teeming

This Five-Fart Metro Play

jj

I

“THE TIGER MAN

“TREASURE OF THE SEA”

I

August 5, 1918.

j

